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ConeX Business
Card App
Conex is revolutionizing the way people share business
cards between one another, save those cards ensuring
you will never misplace them again and even search for
new ConeXions using the very FIRST “Discover” feature
targeted purely at finding new business people!
FEATURES:
n Create as many business card’s as you wish for FREE!
No more printing costs!
n Store as many business card’s as you wish for FREE!
No more admin costs typing them up!
n Share as many business card’s as you wish for FREE!
Networking made easy!*
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
Real time update – once you have shared your cards and decide
to change a phone number or an email address just swipe left
edit your card and as soon as you save the changes it instantly
updates all of your contacts with your current info, without the
embarrassment of giving out of date cards or more importantly the
cost of having them re-printed!
Discover – see business people within a 500 miles radius of your
current location, you will see their name, job title and or industry
before deciding whether you wish to share your card with them.
Nearby – this feature is the perfect tool for finding specific
professionals in the immediate area, this feature has endless
scenarios where it could be used however the most common is
in conventions and shows where you can send your card to all
attendees and store all their cards without having to walk around
with a bulging pocket full.
Add Card – this slick new feature allows you to store a mobile
number, landline, email, address, Skype, full name, job title, website
and company name by entering only a 6 digit unique ID assigned
specifically to individual’s cards! store all of this information faster
than saving a single phone number!
Interaction – fully interactive business cards, click on the email
address to compose a new email, click on the address and your
maps will automatically open showing you the faster route, and
many more.

DOWNLOAD NOW AND TRY YOURSELF FOR FREE!
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Are you a Permanent Non-Borrower (PNB), by which I mean
a business that has not used external finance in the last five
years or applied for it in the last 12 months? There is quite
a high chance that you are. According to the latest SME
Finance Monitor from the Business Finance Taskforce, half of
SMEs are now categorised as PNBs and in the second quarter
of this year only 36% were using external finance, down
from 46% in 2011.

A nation of smartphone addicts

BUSINESS INFO

“

Comment

When you consider advances in office technology, it is easy to
see how investment in new equipment can enhance productivity
and innovation. A simple example is the appearance of twosided scanners on mid-level desktop MFPs, which save time and
minimise the risk of paper jams by scanning both sides of the page
in a single pass. There are plenty of other examples highlighted in
our printer feature on page 17. The latest deskphones – yes, people
still use them – also boast features that can help make employees
more efficient and productive, from tight integration with mobile
phones to HD voice quality, which has been shown to improve
concentration levels in conference calls. Being a PNB is desirable, as
long as it doesn’t stop you from investing in new technology that
can take your business forward.
James Goulding, Editor, jamesg@binfo.co.uk
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Britain
at Work

One in five
uncomfortable at work

Around one in
five UK workers is
dissatisfied with their
office environment,
according to Britain
at Work, a new report
from business consultancy Lansons.
In an online survey of 2,000 UK employees
conducted by Opinium Research, 18% disagreed
with the statement that facilities and amenities in
their workplace were in good condition, compared
to 60% who agreed.
Just over one fifth (22%) of respondents think
they don’t have enough desk space; 26% are
unhappy with the temperature in their office; and
1

22% feel they don’t get enough natural light.
More than one third (36%) say they don’t like
their workplace design/decor, compared to 29%
who say they do.
Generally, employees are more satisfied with
their workspace than with other aspects of
employment. For example, 51% sometimes feel
under pressure or exhausted by work; 48% see
no/little opportunity for career progression; and
only two in five feel they are paid fairly.
Half of workers would not recommend
working with their current employer and 39% say
they would leave tomorrow if they had another
job to go to.
www.lansons.com

In the News
Regus, the global workspace provider, has opened
a new business centre on the third floor of The
News Building in London Bridge. Featuring a range
of flexible workspaces and business services, the
centre is exclusively for Regus Businessworld
Platinum card holders.

Tailor-made
for mobile workers
A useful accessory for people who walk, run or cycle
to work, the Henty Wingman suit bag rolls up into
a compact satchel that can be carried comfortably
on one’s back. Semi-rigid PVC ribs that run the
length of the bag prevent it from folding in on
itself ensuring work clothes remain crease-free. The
Wingman is available in two sizes and comes with
a rain cover and a removable utility bag for shoes,
towels, toiletries and other accessories. A large
external side pocket can be used to hold a small
laptop or other device. The bag comes in a range of
colours and costs £119.
www.henty.cc

Homeworkers held back by poor broadband...or are they?
The productivity of home workers is being held
back by poor broadband, claims Hyperoptic,
the UK’s leading Fibre-to-the-Premises (FTTP)
broadband provider.
Its research shows that even though 93% of
respondents work longer hours at home, almost
three quarters (72%) feel more productive in the
office.
This is largely due to poor connectivity
in people’s homes, with 90% of respondents
complaining that their home broadband is slower
01732 759725

than their office broadband, leading to dropped
video calls, intermittent VPN access and time
wasted waiting for files to upload/download.
However, a separate survey by networking
company ZyXEL shows that broadband and
internet service satisfaction levels in the UK are
some of the highest in Europe. The UK came
second in the satisfaction table, behind the
Czech Republic and ahead of Germany and the
Netherlands.
www.zyxel.com • www.hyperoptic.com

Employees foot the bill
for home working
Home workers in small businesses
are having to meet the high cost of
equipping and maintaining a home
office, with only two fifths receiving
a contribution from their employer,
according to new research by Regus.
With the average cost of running
a home office in the UK now almost
£2,000 a year, 43% of workers say home
working is being encouraged simply so
that employers can transfer workplace
costs to employees.
Richard Morris, UK CEO of Regus,
said: “The cost of furnishing a home
office is substantial, so if this expense
is passed on to employees, companies
could find themselves flouting health
and safety laws as well as lacking the
necessary insurance cover. A far better
solution is to offer workers the chance
to use a fully equipped, professional,
flexible workspace close to home.”
To make it easier for mobile workers to
access its network of workspaces, Regus
has launched Only@Regus, a suite of
tools that can be accessed through the
MyRegus app and online booking platform.
The package includes tools for booking
Regus workspaces and meeting rooms;
entry to 700 airport lounges; preferential
rates on everything from car hire to
stationery via the Regus Marketplace; and
bundled access to a network of 18 million
wifi hotspots in 120 countries, which
enables Regus customers to get online
with one click, without having to log in or
share personal details.
www.regus.com

More homework please
Six out of 10 part-time teleworkers
would resign their current position if
they could take a similar job at the
same pay but work full-time from
home, according to the latest PGi
Global Telework Survey.
Four out of five respondents currently
work outside their company’s offices
at least one day per week, and of them,
half would like to telecommute more
often, ideally 2-3 days per week.
The five main benefits of teleworking
are perceived to be reduced/zero
commute times; better work-life
balance; flexible hours; increased
productivity; and cost savings.
bit.ly/teleworksurvey
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Staff well-being not my
responsibility say half of employers
The proportion of SME board directors and
human resources heads who regard staff
well-being as an employer’s responsibility
has halved in the last six years, falling from
95% in 2009 to 46% today, according to
new research by Morgan Redwood.
Even though 82.8% of respondents believe
that well-being impacts business performance,
it came 12th on the list of HR priorities, cited
by just 5.6% of respondents. Helping staff
to achieve a better work-life balance also
scored badly, cited as a key aspect of their HR
strategy by just 6% of respondents.
The top three priorities were ‘attracting
better talent’ (39.2%), followed by ‘reducing
staff churn’ (36.8%) and ‘reducing staff costs’
(34.8%).
Janice Haddon, MD of Morgan Redwood,
said: “In 2014 the CIPD reported that 40% of

Cloud take-up sky high
The European small and medium-sized
business (SMB) cloud services market is
predicted to grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 17% over the next
three years, from €18.9bn in 2015 to
€30.1bn in 2018, according to the latest
European SMB Cloud Insights report from
Odin.
The fastest growing sector is the
software-as-a-service (SaaS) market, with
a CAGR of 21%, from €4.3bn to €7.5bn.
However, the greatest increase will be in the
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) market,
which is forecast to grow from €7.6bn to
€11.6bn, as the healthcare and finance/
insurance industries invest in security
and server backups to meet regulatory
requirements.
By 2018, IaaS is expected to account for
38% of cloud services used by SMBs, SaaS
for 25%, hosted unified communications
services for 21% and web hosting for 16%.
www.odin.com
n Cloud computing take-up by UK small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) grew 15%
last year, according to new research from
BT Business and the British Chambers of
Commerce (BCC). More than two thirds (69%)
of SMEs now use cloud-based applications,
compared to 60% in 2014, with 53%
considering them to be critical for effective
remote working. Overall, smartphones are
seen as the technology that has made the
biggest difference to businesses in the last 12
months (68%), followed by improved wi-fi
access (54%) and cloud-based applications
(42%).
www.bt.com/business
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employers are seeing a rise in stress-related
absence and reported mental health problems,
such as anxiety and depression, so the fact
that companies are less inclined to see wellbeing as within their remit of responsibility is
perplexing.
“Businesses need to remember that looking
after employees is just as important as striving
for new business and growth. Burnt-out, poorly
treated employees will end up becoming
detrimental in the long run, so employers need
to ensure they allocate sufficient resource to
cater to the full spectrum of employee needs.”

The benefits of
gamification
Could gamification provide the
answer to low morale and lack of
motivation in the workplace? A US
study by Badgeville, a leader in business
gamification, suggests that it could.
Its survey of 500 business workers
found that 78% of US employees are
already utilising games-based motivation,
such as competitions, goal-setting,
performance rewards, success statistics
and status recognition. Nearly all
(91%) say these systems increase their
engagement, awareness and productivity.
The top benefits of gamification,
according to survey respondents, are
an increased desire to be at work and
engaged (30%); inspiration to be more
productive (27%) and improved focus
(20%).
One reason why gamification works,
says Badgeville, is that it appeals to
the 69% of employees who find nonmonetary factors, such as performing
well, personal job satisfaction, on the job
recognition, the support of colleagues and
advanced learning opportunities, more
motivating than financial gain.
www.badgeville.com

in collaboration with

Skills
shortages

Policy report
June 2015

UK organisations
must make their
workplaces more
Avoiding the
attractive to
demographic crunch:
Labour supply and the
older workers or
ageing workforce
face serious skills
shortages in the
future.
A new report by the CIPD and the
International Longevity Centre-UK, Avoiding
the demographic crunch: labour supply and
the ageing workforce, warns that the UK is
likely to face serious skills shortages by 2035
as the population ages and 30% of the current
workforce retires, taking invaluable skills and
experience with them.
It predicts that the UK economy will struggle
to fill one million jobs by 2035, even after the
mitigating effect of migration is taken into
account.
Organisations said to be most at risk are
those in the health and social work, education
and public administration sectors, as they rely
heavily on older workers and struggle to remain
attractive places for older people to work.
The report advises organisations to develop
a strategy to ensure they have inclusive
recruitment practices; improve the capability
of line managers; invest in training and
development; support employee health and
well-being; and move towards more flexible
working.
www.cipd.co.uk

UK workers must look after
themselves better
UK workers are still not doing enough to
improve their health and well-being, despite
knowing about the benefits of a healthier
lifestyle.
A study of 16,808 workers by The Health
Insurance Group and Wellbeing People shows
that UK employees need to do more to address
the four causes of preventable ill health: poor
nutrition, lack of exercise, alcohol excess and
smoking.
One in five men never eat the recommended
five portions of fruit, 19% never exercise, 30%
regularly drink alcohol and 18% smoke regularly.
A quarter of female respondents never exercise
and drink regularly, with 15% smoking regularly.
www.healthinsurancegroup.co.uk
Samsung’s new smartwatch, the Samsung Gear
S2, features new fitness functions to encourage
consumers to stay healthy and active. These
include a 24-hour activity log that lets wearers
view and monitor their daily activity and
reminders to stay on track with fitness goals.
www.binfo.co.uk
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The UK is a nation of
smartphone addicts
Smartphones have overtaken laptops as
the most popular device for getting online,
Ofcom research has revealed, with record
ownership and use transforming the way we
communicate.
Two thirds of people now own a
smartphone, using it for nearly two hours every
day to browse the internet, access social media,
bank and shop online.
Ofcom’s 2015 Communications Market
Report finds that a third (33%) of internet users
see their smartphone as the most important
device for going online, compared to 30% who
still use their laptop. In 2014, just 22% turned
to their phone first, and 40% preferred their
laptop.
Smartphones are now in the pockets of 66%
of UK adults, up from 39% in 2012. The vast
majority (90%) of 16-24 year olds own one; but
55-64 year olds are also joining the smartphone
revolution, with ownership in this age group more
than doubling since 2012, from 19% to 50%.

Ofcom says the smartphone surge is being
driven by growing use of faster 4G mobile
broadband. In 2014, 4G subscriptions leapt from
2.7 million to 23.6 million.
Britons now spend almost twice as long
online with smartphones as they do with
laptops and PCs. On average, people spend
nearly two hours online each day with a
smartphone, compared to just over an hour
with a computer.
Last year saw the biggest annual increase
in time spent online in a decade, with internet
users spending over three and a half hours
longer online each week than they did in 2013
(20 hours and 30 minutes in 2014, compared to
16 hours and 54 minutes in 2013).
Over half of UK households (54%) now have
a tablet, up from just 2% in 2011.
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in brief...
Video now accounts for most broadband
traffic due to the global growth of YouTube
and Netflix and the proliferation of
smartphones (37% penetration globally)
and tablets (26% global household
penetration). The latest broadband report
from Futuresource Consulting warns that
emerging technologies will place additional
demand on broadband provision, notably
the Internet of Things (IoT), which will lead
to an explosion of connected devices all
demanding bandwidth.
www.futuresource-consulting.com

Cloud adoption increasing

Tablets to replace laptops within 10 years

08

Two thirds (69%) of UK companies see invenue wi-fi as essential to the growth of their
business, according to a survey undertaken
by BT to mark the 18th anniversary of the
introduction of wi-fi in June 1997. More
than one third (37%) of businesses say that
offering wi-fi to customers has helped drive
sales, and more than one quarter (27%) say it
has helped increase customer visits. Despite
the potential for increased footfall, more than
half of businesses still don’t have in-venue
wi-fi. www.btwifi.co.uk

Video surge

Our love of smartphones is even influencing
fashion. The BauBax travel jacket, which quickly
became the most funded clothing project in the
history of crowdfunding after being launched
on Kickstarter in July, comes with separate
pockets for an iPad, smartphone and charger.
The zip doubles as a pen and a stylus and
there is a built-in microfibre cloth for cleaning
screens. Other built-in features include an
inflatable neck pillow, an eye mask inside the
hood, touchscreen-friendly gloves and earphone
holders. The jacket is available in four styles –
sweatshirt, windbreaker, bomber or blazer – and
a choice of colours.
www.baubax.com

More than half (52%) of UK workers expect
tablets to replace laptops in the workplace
within 10 years, according to a new study
by EE. One in four workers has already
transitioned from laptops to tablets and 31%
say that workplace laptop usage is declining.

Wi-Fi drives growth

Undertaken to support EE’s introduction
of the UK’s first 36-month tablet plan for
businesses, the survey also found that businesses
are holding onto tablets for longer, with 30%
keeping them for over three years.
One business making good use of tablets
is sailing holiday provider Sunsail, which is
deploying ruggedised 4G tablets from EE in
combination with a digital form and data
capture app to streamline marketing, inventory
and safety check processes.
Digitising these processes is expected to save
£6,000 in labour costs and more than £3,000
in copying, toner and paper each year. The use
of digital feedback and booking forms that
customers can fill in instantly instead of paper
ones to take away has also improved customer
engagement, increasing the feedback rate from
10% to 60-70%.
https://businessapps.ee.co.uk 0800 956 6108

European enterprises are adding new cloud
services at a rapid rate despite concerns
over security. The latest Cloud Adoption and
Risk Report from Skyhigh Networks shows
that the average European enterprise now
uses 897 cloud services, 61% more than in
the same quarter last year. However, just
7% of the 12,000 cloud services analysed
by Skyhigh Networks meet the enterprise
security and compliance requirements of its
CloudTrust Program.
www.skyhighnetworks.com

Invest to grow

A strong correlation between the rate at
which SMBs grow and their investment
in technology is highlighted in The ScaleUp Report from Citrix. Its survey of 1,000
decision-makers shows that UK SMBs that
grew by 50% or more in the last two years
were four times more likely than businesses
that flatlined or shrank to have spent ‘much
more’ on technology in 2014 than in 2013
(27% vs 6%).

businessinfomag.uk
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Loyalty schemes are quid pro
quo for big data
Loyalty schemes have become a mainstay of
customer engagement and an essential quid
pro quo in the age of big data, a new study
reveals.
Putting Data in the Driver’s Seat by data
analytics company GI Insight claims that
loyalty schemes are useful both for attracting
customers and for building trust and developing
longer-lasting relationships.
One third of consumers say they have
switched brands purely because they liked a
loyalty scheme and 76% are unwilling to hand
over their personal data to a company that
doesn’t have a trusted scheme in place.

Almost two thirds (64%) say they are happy
for a company to hold details of their personal
preferences and circumstances as long as the
information is used to send “relevant and timely
offers and communications”.
www.gi-solutionsgroup.com/gi-insight

Cool or creepy? The verdict’s in
One of the benefits of collecting data on
customers is the opportunity it presents
to personalise products, services and the
shopping experience. However, in doing so,
businesses must be careful not to cross the
line of what is acceptable.
Personalisation specialists RichRelevance
asked 1,000 UK consumers to rank applications
of new technology in retail environments as
creepy or cool. Here, on a sliding scale, are their
verdicts:
Cool
n Scan a product on your mobile device to see
product reviews and recommendations of other
items you might like (72% cool).
n An interactive map on your mobile phone
showing exactly where items are located and
the quickest path to them (63% cool).
n Personalised recommendations, promotions
and coupons on your mobile based on your
location in-store (43% cool).

Getting Creepy
n Instead of price tags on products, digital
screens display prices tailored just for you (44%
creepy).
n Digital screens in dressing rooms display
product recommendations based on items you
have with you and past purchases (45% creepy).
n A salesperson unlocks the dressing room
door before you arrive based on your detected
location within the store (63% creepy).
Creepy
n Using facial recognition technology to
display advertisements on digital screens based
on a shopper’s age and gender (68% creepy).
n A salesperson greets you by name when you
enter a store because your mobile phone alerts
them to your presence (73% creepy).
n Facial recognition technology identifies
you as a high-value shopper and relays this
information to a sales associate (77% creepy).
It should be pointed out that within the
findings there were big differences between
age groups. For example, half of under-30s find
personalised product recommendations in the
dressing room “cool”, compared to only one
quarter of over-45s. Similarly, while 63% of
under-29s think it cool to have location-based
personalised promotions, 56% of over-60s find
it creepy.
www.richrelevance.com

At IFA 2015, Samsung gave visitors a glimpse of
the retail store of the future, in which intelligent
displays enhance the shopping experience
through personalisation and interactivity.
Applications range from the use of movement
sensors and personalised advertising technology
to deliver targeted advertising as customers
move around a store to virtual fitting rooms
(illustrated), mirror displays and signage
that pairs customers’ clothing choices with
complementary accessories.
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Customer needs ignored
by top brass
C-suite executives are more interested in
profit than customer service, or so say their
own employees.
A new report by The Institute of Customer
Service, Leading by Example, reveals that more
than half of employees (51%) think their CEO
and board ‘put profits before the delivery of a
great customer experience’.
Only 36% of managers think their senior
executives ‘actively listen’ to customers in
an effort to improve service, while 44% of
frontline staff feel their ideas are not taken on
board.
Jo Causon, CEO of The Institute of Customer
Service, said: “If employees suggest that
customer needs are not understood in the
boardroom, what must customers be feeling?
Unless the UK’s C-suite takes the time to
analyse customer preferences, behaviour
and levels of satisfaction, they should not be
surprised if customers go elsewhere.”
www.instituteofcustomerservice.com

Marsden Building Society has installed a
SmartVoice ViewPoint customer feedback
solution from Sinclair Voicenet at its
headquarters in Nelson, Lancashire. Each month,
it conducts up to 3,000 customer surveys over
the phone following a call to the customer
service centre or by email at the customer’s
convenience. Heather Crinion, General Manager
Operations at Marsden Building Society, said:
“This hosted service enables us to demonstrate
that we value the opinions of savers and
borrowers and are clearly focused on meeting
their needs.” Marsden Building Society now
plans to extend use of SmartVoice ViewPoint to
its branch network where customers will be able
to complete web-based surveys at a kiosk.
www.sinclairvoicenet.co.uk

Local businesses too casual about online marketing
The first ReachOut UK Small Business Survey highlights a casual approach to online marketing
and engagement amongst local businesses.
Its findings show that only one third of email or website enquiries are responded to within an
hour of being submitted and, in four out of five businesses, up to 25% are not followed up at all.
According to a Harvard Business Review study, 50% of consumers choose to do business with the
company that responds to them first.
Less than half (45%) of respondents believe they do enough to market their business online and
54% don’t know which marketing tactics deliver a return. www.ReachLocal.co.uk
businessinfomag.uk
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PT-P750W
Professional Desktop
Labelling Machine

PT-D600VP
Professional Desktop Labelling Machine

Order online today from your preferred Brother supplier.

01732 759725
* Promotion available from 1 September - 30 November 2015 on selected models.
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Innovations

Smart whiteboard

The SMART kapp iQ 4K display with built-in whiteboard
lets users ‘write’ on the screen (and save their scribblings)
or display content from laptops or other devices. With
multi-way engagement, meeting participants anywhere in
the world can see annotations as they are written and add
their own comments. A SMART kapp app lets users capture
and save board content on a paired smartphone or tablet.
Alternatively, notes can be saved and distributed by the
presenter. SMART kapp iQ is available in 55- and 65-inch
versions and is distributed in the UK and Ireland by Steljes.
www.steljes.com/kappiq

From fabric to film
Combining privacy with style, The Window Film Company is
offering popular MissPrint fabric and wallpaper designs on
window film for the first time. Available in white print or cut
from frost, the designs can be printed and cut to order at The
Window Film Company’s in-house print and design studio. They
are suitable for retail, office and domestic environments and
have already proved popular with architects and trade clients.
www.windowfilm.co.uk

Neat trolley
Peerless-AV has expanded its range of videoconferencing trolleys in response to growing use
of video streaming, sharing and collaboration.
New models include the Peerless-AV SR555E/
SR555M Dual Display (for two 40-55 inch
screens) and the SR575E Single Display (for
single screens measuring 32-75 inches). The ‘E’
models have an enclosed central column that
can be locked for secure equipment storage.
When open, the upper door doubles as a laptop
workstation for convenient system programming
and set-up. All three models have a camera
mount positioned above the display.
www.peerless-av.com

Collaboration system
InFocus has brought out a new large-format,
all-in-one, touchscreen display for enhanced
collaboration. The Mondopad 2.0 is available
in screen sizes of 57, 70 and 80 inches and
combines a 1080p multi-point touch display
with on-board storage, dual stream technology
and built-in collaboration software.
www.infocus.com

Solar charger
Look and learn
Museums, restaurants and retailers are among those likely to benefit from
Panasonic’s new hybrid lighting projector. The Space Player combines lighting
and laser projection functions in a single unit enabling it, for example, to spotlight
a museum exhibit and simultaneously project text or moving images. The spotlightshaped unit connects to standard lighting rails via a single cable and can project in
all directions below its horizontal axis. Content can be played back from PCs, tablets
and SD cards. The Space Player is available in black or white and costs £1,990.
http://business.panasonic.co.uk
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A solar charger and back-up power supply
for mobile devices, the Sandberg
Solar Power Bank XL provides an
impressive 5W of power when
placed directly in sunlight
and is angle-adjustable
to capture as much
sunlight as possible.
For back-up purposes,
its has a 5000 mAh
buffer battery that can
be charged via USB or
solar cell.
www.sandberg.it
businessinfomag.uk

Affordable video camera
The VC520 from Aver is a professional VC camera
featuring a 12MP optical zoom and full HD 1080p
resolution output. It is available from Amazon for £699
(ex VAT) and comes with a three-year warranty.
www.aver.com

Contemporary comfort

Caught in 3D

KI’s versatile Faveo seating range has been
created by Paul Brooks to satisfy all seating
requirements in the modern workplace, from
everyday task seating at a workstation to
occasional seating in meeting rooms and multipurpose spaces. Winner of a Red Dot Award, the
collection combines contemporary design with
ergonomics, ecology and economy. It is available
in a range of finishes and a wide choice of arms,
frames, mesh, upholstery, castors and glides.
www.kieurope.com

HP is enabling full 3D scanning on its Sprout computer with the
introduction of a new capture application and turntable. The
HP 3D Capture Stage works with Sprout’s Intel Real Sense 3D
cameras to capture an object in full 3D with just a few taps.
3D scans can be shared with and manipulated by others in an
online 3D viewer or printed on a connected 3D printer in a
complete scan-to-print solution. www.sprout.com

Talking in circles

Sameday online
Royal Mail has added an online booking
option to its premium guaranteed same day
delivery service. For the first time, businesses
and consumers can book Royal Mail Sameday
courier services online with a debit or credit
card, seven-days-a-week. Previously, bookings
could only be made over the phone. Royal
Mail guarantees same day delivery to almost
anywhere in the UK, with 98% of packages
collected from the sender within one hour.
Customers can track packages in real-time and
receive email or SMS confirmation as soon as
a parcel is delivered.
www.royalmailsameday.com

Hotcakes claims its new circular desk is
more conducive to brain-storming and
communication than traditional rectangular
desks and lets you accommodate 20-25%
more people in the same amount of space.
Table legs are set far back near the centre so
there is nothing to stop users from swinging
their legs and chairs around for impromptu
collaboration. Hotcakes comes in two sizes, for
five or eight people, and can be customised
with colour trimmings or made to a bespoke
design. www.hotcakes.com

All-seeing eye
Smanos has announced its next generation
W020 WiFi alarm system and IP6 HD WiFi
camera. Suitable for homes and small offices,
the W020 connects to a wide range of
wireless sensors and accessories, including PIR
motion sensors, smoke detectors and security
cameras like the new IP6, which incorporates
a speaker and microphone for two-way
communication. A free iOS/Android app lets
you see and hear what’s going on in your
home or office day or night and receive alerts
and push notifications on a smartphone or
tablet. www.smanos.com

Paper power
Funded via Kickstarter, Solar Paper from Yolk is an ultra-thin solar panel for charging electronic
devices. Key features include an LCD screen that displays the amount of power being generated
and built-in magnets that let you increase generating capacity to a maximum of 15 watts by
connecting two or more panels together. In bright sunlight, a 5 watt Solar Paper can fully charge
an iPhone 6 in the time it takes a regular wall charger i.e. about 2.5 hours.
www.yolkstation.com
01732 759725
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Try something new
As Ricoh launches a take-back scheme for its laser and LED printers, we find out why it is
so confident that small and medium-sized businesses will love its printers and MFPs
Ricoh has spent the last 18 months
developing its printer offering for
the retail and etail markets, with
impressive results. Last year it grew
retail and e-tail sales by 67% and its
sales have continued to grow this year
despite a decline in the overall market.
It now aims to raise awareness of its
mid-range printers amongst small and
medium-sized businesses, many of which
might already have a Ricoh A3 MFP but
be unaware of the company’s awardwinning desktop printers and MFPs.
Ricoh is spear-heading this campaign
with an eye-catching Quality Pledge
promotion (see box). Customers who buy
a mid-range Ricoh printer and later decide
they don’t like it will be able to summon
Ricoh to collect it from their premises and
receive their money back in full.
Risky? “Not at all,” says Steven
Hastings, Ricoh UK IT Distribution Channel
Director. “I have complete confidence that
once someone starts using one of our
devices they will quickly come to depend
upon it for the smooth running of their
business and document processes.”

1 MFP leadership
Ricoh already has an excellent
reputation in the business world. It is
the UK’s Number One supplier of office
MFPs and businesses of all sizes rely on
Ricoh devices for carrying out essential
business processes, from the production
of high quality colour documents to
the digitisation of document workflows.
Today, one in four office MFPs sold in
the UK is a Ricoh device.
Ricoh understands the needs and
priorities of business customers and this
is reflected in the printer range’s strong
focus on Total Cost of Ownership (TCO),
energy-efficiency and productivity
features. Many time-saving features
on Ricoh departmental MFPs can also
be found on its desktop devices. For
example, all new models of Ricoh
mid-range desktop MFPs have duplex
Automatic Document Feeders as
standard so that two sides of a page can
be scanned in a single pass. For ease of
use, there is a consistent user interface
across all Ricoh devices, from desktop
printers to departmental copiers.

Why Ricoh?
When Business Info challenged Hastings
to justify this claim, he produced a list of
seven reasons why small and mediumsized businesses should add Ricoh
printers to their shopping lists:

2 Manufacturing excellence
With its heritage as a manufacturer of
A3 and A4 MFPs, Ricoh knows all about
the importance of building products to
last. Just like its MFPs, Ricoh printers
are designed to withstand the knocks
of office life and use by employees
who may feel no responsibility for a
machine’s upkeep. They have a robust
design and use long-lasting components
for longer duty-cycles, reliable operation
and high productivity in the most
demanding business environments.
3 Two-year warranty
Customers don’t have to take claims
about build quality on trust. All Ricoh
printers come with a two-year on-site
warranty as standard, giving customers
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peace of mind that their investment in
new equipment is safe. If Ricoh can’t
fix the problem over the phone, it will
provide a replacement.
4 Low TCO
The build quality and reliability of Ricoh
printers reflect the priority that Ricoh
and its business customers attach to
total cost of ownership (TCO) over a
device’s lifetime. Other factors that
contribute to a low TCO on Ricoh
printers include automatic twosided printing as standard; the option
of economical high capacity toner
cartridges; individually replaceable toners
and drums (on some products); and an
Economy Colour Mode, which saves
money when proofing by printing colour
images with less toner density. Hastings
says that over three years the TCO of a
Ricoh device is typically 25-40% lower
than that of competitor machines.
5 Energy-efficiency
Another factor contributing to the
low running costs of Ricoh print
devices is their energy-efficiency.
Ricoh is renowned for its sustainable
business practices and this focus on
environmental responsibility extends to
product design. In addition to papersaving features, such as automatic twosided printing, Ricoh printers have some
of the lowest TEC ratings in their class.
6 Click contracts
For easy management and just-intime consumables delivery, Ricoh can
supply its printers with a Ricoh Click
contract. The customer buys or leases
the printer and signs a separate Ricoh
Click contract covering consumables,
servicing and support for a fixed cost
per page. Contracts are available for
anything from one to five years with
3-month contract renewal options and
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no minimum volume. Organisations with
a large number of devices can streamline
fleet management with the option of
@Remote remote device/consumables
management and monitoring.
7 Mobile support
All Ricoh machines that are WiFi and
network-enabled come with Ricoh Smart
Print & Scan app functionality. As well
as enabling users to print/scan using a
smartphone/tablet and Ricoh printer, the
app lets you open a document, zoom
in, zoom out, select colour or mono or
the number of prints. It can also be used
to surf the web and print web pages.
The printer doesn’t even need to be
a WiFi model. As long as it is a Ricoh
network device and your mobile device is
connected to the same network, you can
print to it.
Independent validation
The combination of these qualities
produces machines that are reliable,
productive, economical – and awardwinning.
Ricoh has won numerous awards
from leading independent testing
organisations, including a combined total
of 21 in the last two Buyers Laboratory
Inc. Pick Awards (Winter 2015 and
Summer 2015).
Highlights are the BLI 2015 A3 MFP
Line of the Year and the 2015 A3 Energy
Line of the Year, but Ricoh also received
individual awards for many of its printer
products including:
n Outstanding A4 Colour Printer for
Small Workgroups (the Ricoh SP
C252DN);
n Outstanding A4 Colour MFP for Small
Workgroups (the Ricoh SP C252SF);
n Outstanding A4 Colour MFP for MidSize or Large Workgroups (the Ricoh
MP C401);
n Outstanding Budget/Economy Printer
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for Small Workgroups (Ricoh SP
3600DN);
n Outstanding Printer for Mid-Size
Workgroups (the Ricoh SP 4510DN);
and
n Outstanding Personal Printer (the
Ricoh SP 213Nw).
New technologies
This year, Ricoh has added to the appeal
of its printer range with the launch of six
mono and colour LED printers.
Like laser printers, LED printers fuse
toner onto plain paper, producing crisp
mono and vivid colour output at high
speeds. However, instead of using a laser
light source and mirrors, the LED printing
mechanism is based on a static array of
light emitting diodes (LEDs). Because LED
printers have fewer moving parts, they
are more compact, consume less energy
and are more robust than traditional
laser printers.
This has made them very popular
with businesses that require everyday,
productive, high quality B&W and colour
printing, especially where space is a
constraint, for example in customerfacing environments, such as a reception
desk or counter, or in a small business or
home office.
No risk
With so much to commend its desktop
printers and MFPs, Ricoh is confident
that any small and medium-sized
business that tries one of its devices will
be delighted with the experience. Its
new take-back scheme means that even
if you are not, you will get your money
back. With a ‘no risk’ Ricoh Quality
Pledge and a raft of exciting products to
choose from, now is the perfect time to
try something new and find out why so
many people are switching to Ricoh.
www.ricoh.co.uk

Ricoh Offers
Three more good reasons to switch
to Ricoh
Quality Pledge
Ricoh is so confident you will love its printers that
if you don’t, and let Ricoh know within 30 days of
purchase, it will take back your printer and give you
a full refund. The Quality Pledge is limited to one
machine and is available on 10 models of printer and
MFP until March 31, 2016.
http://ricohpledge.com

Trade-in
Trade-in any non-Ricoh laser printer when you buy a
new Ricoh mid-range device and Ricoh will give you
up to £100 cash-back. The offer applies to 11 models
of printer and MFP. Visit the website for details. But
hurry because the offer runs out on November 1,
2015.
www.ricohcashback.com

Free Toner
Buy a Ricoh SP 4510SF 40 pages per minute mono
printer before October 31, 2015 and Ricoh will throw
in two Ultra High Yield toner cartridges free of charge
– that’s enough toner for 30,000 prints.
http://ricohoffers.com
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
PRINT WITH IN-HOUSE
CONVENIENCE

We understand Education. /This is Why with Sharp you can
improve both student recruitment communications and
learning outcomes to maximize your funding.
Sharpproprint.co.uk
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From zero to hero
How developments in printers and MFPs have transformed our relationship
with office print devices
Traditionally, printers and copiers
have been seen as a source of
frustration and time-wasting, from
paper jams to empty paper trays
and out of toner messages. Is this
reputation justified or are today’s
devices actually work facilitators and
aids to productivity? Rather than
dissing the office printer should we in
fact treasure it?
Point one in the defence of modern
printers and MFPs is their much
greater reliability. In the case of Ricoh
printers, there has been a quantifiable
improvement in the last three years
alone.
Ricoh UK product manager Beata
Ulman said: “Between 2012 and 2014,
Ricoh knocked 15% off the total
number of warranty calls received. When
you take into account the increase in
sales over that period, the proportion of
calls per machines sold went down from
1% in 2012 to 0.5% in 2014. This year,
we expect the proportion of warranty
calls vs devices sold to fall to 0.3%.”
Moreover, these figures relate to
all warranty calls – not just ‘dead on
arrivals’, but also minor problems,
such as a faulty bypass tray, as well as
instances where the user is at fault, for
example when they have difficulties
loading a driver.
Fewer moving parts
Apart from the obvious fact that
customers and engineers continually
provide feedback that product
development teams can – and do –
draw on to improve future iterations of
a product, what are some of the reasons
for this improvement in reliability?
A factor cited by a number of printer
specialists interviewed by Business Info
is the use of fewer moving parts in
product designs.
Xerox head of office product
marketing Alan Clark said: “Continuous
technological advancements in materials
and design mean digital MFPs have
fewer moving parts than those created
by older technologies e.g. devices that
have a Document Feeder with a Dual
Scanner, which scans both sides of a
document at the same time, increasing
both speed and reliability. A Document
Feeder with a single scanner needs the
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document to be scanned, turned over
and scanned again, making it inherently
more prone to jams or mis-feeds.”
It is probably no accident that two
of the most successful product areas
in recent years have been compact
LED printers and business inkjets, both
celebrated for having fewer moving parts
than traditional laser machines.
Andy Johnson, head of product
management at Brother UK, said:
“Whereas many years ago we might
have had 25 different cogs in a machine,
I bet nowadays there are only 2 or 3.
The way machines have been designed
is to make them more compact. The less
moving parts there are, the more reliable
they are.”
This, says Epson UK reseller product
manager Mark Allen, is one of the
key selling points of Epson’s range of
business inkjet printers – for dealers as
well as end users. “We’ve got no imaging
unit; no developer unit; no drums; it’s
purely and simply a maintenance kit and
a printhead, so there aren’t really a lot
of components that require replacing,”
he said.
Continued...

Low melt toner

A common
factor cited
by a number
of print
specialists
is the use of
fewer moving
parts

The introduction of low melt toner
has had a big impact on energy
efficiency, running costs, product
design and productivity.
HP Laserjet 200/400/500 series
devices are a case in point. They all
use HP’s new ColorSphere 3 and
Precision Black toner, which, thanks
to its soft core, melts at much
lower temperatures than previous
formulations.
The ability to fuse the toner to
the page at a lower temperature has
implications across the board: energy
consumption is up to 66% lower;
the first page out time is 46% faster;
printing from sleep is 61% faster;
and two-sided printing is at the rated
speed.
Because less power is needed, HP
has been able to shrink the power
supply and fuser unit, which has
enabled it to reduce the printer size
by as much as 40%, whilst increasing
cartridge yield by 33%.
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...continued
Improved ease of use
The reduction in warranty calls doesn’t
just reflect improvements in machine
reliability. For Ricoh UK reseller manager
John Pakulski it is also evidence of
improved ease of use.
“We know our devices are robust –
but the other ancillary things like how
easy is it to load the drivers using the
CD that comes with the device are
important too. Devices have become
more plug and play than they were
before. They are very easy for an IT
illiterate person to install; they are easier
to use and easier to understand,” he said.
One reason is the use of universal
print drivers and consistent interfaces
across entire product ranges.
“We have a common user interface
throughout the range,” explained
Pakulski. “Our market share in higherend MFDs is about 24% – one in four
organisations has a Ricoh copier. Ricoh
printers look the same and have the
same user interface, so people are more
confident with them. A lot comes down
to how easy a device is to use. If we
make things clear and easy so people
can actually plug in a device, turn it on
and use it, then we take pain away from
something that traditionally would have
generated a help call.”
Paul Young, head of technical services
at UTAX (UK) Ltd, makes the same point.
He said: “Manufacturers, UTAX included,
have worked hard to standardise
controls. The look, feel and functionality
of screens across the UTAX range are
identical, so users are always familiar
with them and don’t need to learn new
ways of doing things. UTAX’s Universal
Print Driver is deliberately designed with
the user in mind: it’s pictorial, so the
user always sees the same message and
layout whether they are printing from
email, PDF, online or within common
office software.”

Supplies matter

Jonathan Robbins,
KYOCERA Document
Solutions
Manufacturers’ pride in the
greater reliability of modern
print devices comes with
the caveat that troublefree operation is dependent
on the use of genuine
consumables rather than
third party compatibles that
have a low purchase price but
often produce poor quality
output and can even end up
damaging the printer itself.
KYOCERA Document
Solutions is not as badly
affected as some – Context
figures show that about 10%
of the consumables used in
its machines are compatibles
compared to a figure of 2530% for some of its rivals.
Even so, it has just launched a
campaign to warn users of the
risks of using compatible or
counterfeit supplies.
Jonathan Robbins,
consumables & spares
manager at KYOCERA

Document Solutions, said it
decided to do so after seeing
an increase in machine faults
among customers that used
third party supplies.
“More people are using
compatible toner in our
devices and we have noticed
that the failure rate of
machines under warranty
for those that do is going up.
People are experiencing poor
quality prints, they are getting
excessive jams, they are
getting lots of waste paper and
waste toner and this is down
to the toner they put in the
machine,” he said.
A KYOCERA-sponsored
study by TUV Rheinland
supports these observations.
It tested KYOCERA machines
using genuine and compatible
supplies and found that
machines fitted with
compatibles experienced a
number of problems. Three
out of four compatible toners
caused machine downtime,
with one of those tested
damaging four developer units
in two printers. In addition,
third party supplies produced
up to 73% more waste toner
and there were up to nine
times more non-usable prints
when using compatibles.
Counterfeit toners designed
to pass off as originals are

an even greater risk. “Some
we’ve analysed have contained
charcoal and iron filings. Just
think of the damage that
would do to your machine,”
warned Robbins.
The use of genuine supplies
is particularly important for
KYOCERA customers due
to the way its printers are
designed. Instead of using
all-in-one cartridges containing
the drum, developer and
toner, KYOCERA devices are
built with long-lasting drums
and developers designed to
last between 100,000 and
600,000 pages depending on
the model in question. The
only consumable that needs
changing is the toner. This
arrangement reduces both the
cost and environmental impact
of printing, but it also means
that it is more important to
use genuine supplies.
“We manufacture our own
toner and our own machines
and there are things within the
toner that protect the machine
and make it last. If you put in
toner that hasn’t been made
for that machine it can cause
damage to the drum and
developer so that they don’t
last as long as they should, and
you can’t guarantee what the
quality will be like over a long
period,” explained Robbins.

Touchscreens
Touch screen displays – now
commonplace on printers and multifunction devices – have had a big impact
on usability, especially when used
with customisable apps that make it
easy to activate a specific workflow or
personalise a device for individual users.
As Xerox’s Clark points out, making
devices easier to use in this way has a
big impact on productivity.
“Modern devices do tend to be easier
to use than their predecessors and
this is partly due to their larger, colour

continued...
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have PaperCut Embedded we’ll see a real
acceleration of sales.”
Paul Young from UTAX points out that
solutions platforms also allow vendors
to develop their own applications more
cheaply than ever. “Our HyPAS platform
allows Java and web-enabled apps to be
installed straight onto a machine. You
can have apps made specifically for each
organisation at a low cost. Previously, a
software solution could cost thousands
of pounds to produce; now one can be
deployed for a few hundred,” he said.

...continued

repository –
all in a single
action!”

touchscreen interfaces. Not only does
this enable a more personalised approach
to printing, it’s clear to the user how to
interact with the device, which speeds up
the process,” he said.
“The actual act of copying remains
largely the same, but features such
as Auto Duplex, which has become a
standard feature in many devices, even
those at the lower end of the product
range, make it much faster to copy onto
both sides of paper, reducing cost and
time. The introduction of features such
as the touchscreen user interface and
Auto Duplex are changing the way in
which we print, making the process far
more efficient.”
He added: “Xerox ConnectKey devices
go a step further by allowing apps to
be loaded that enable end customers
to create their own workflows at the
touch of a button. This alters the whole
process of receiving a hard copy invoice
for example. When using the Xerox
ConnectKey device, the invoice can
be copied, scanned to the accounts
department e-mail address and
automatically archived in a document

Cloud
connectivity
and WiFi are
becoming
standard
features
and NFC is
appearing
on more and
more devices

Embedded apps
The value of platforms
like ConnectKey is enhanced
by the ability to run third
party applications on devices.
This has such benefits that
embedded platforms are a real
selling point.
Mark Allen, for example, expects a big
boost in RIPS inkjet sales next year when
Epson brings out its own apps platform
and an embedded version of the popular
PaperCut printer management solution.
“We’ve got the introduction of
PaperCut Embedded coming along soon
– our own version of open architecture
and copy control software that we are
developing ourselves. We hope to have
our first beta version by January of next
year, but it will be more like March or
April before we have a final release.
Everything is agreed and signed off in
Japan. We know it’s there, which will give
us a level standing with other vendors,”
he said.
“At the moment we can use a
server-based version to track and keep
visibility of costs. What we can’t do is
embed it into the device itself, so that
you can go up to the device and swipe
your proximity card or log in by the ops
panel. Once we have that in March/April
we will be able to offer what the Top 10
vendors are offering now,” he said.
He added: “I think it will make a
massive difference to our sales. When we

Mobile printing
With cloud connectivity and WiFi
becoming standard features and Near
Field Communication (NFC) appearing
on more and more devices, plus an ever
expanding range of mobile printing
solutions, it is easier than ever to print
where and when you want.
“Thanks to WiFi technology, printers
no longer need to be hard-wired and
you can now access, edit and collaborate
your documents in the cloud,” explained
Dave McNally, product marketing
director of Dell Imaging EMEA. “Users
can also print from a mobile device, such
as a phone or tablet, to a mobile-enabled
printer using the Dell Document Hub. If
you just want straightforward printing
this can be achieved using Dell Mobile
Print, AirPrint or Google Print, all of
which save time and effort.”
Paul Young argues that such features
are must-haves for small and mediumsized businesses that are increasingly
reliant on flexible working practices.
“The need to print while home
working or out of the office, sometimes
in remote locations, is driving more
businesses to review the way their
employees prefer to print. Smartphones
and tablets are now standard business
tools and dedicated apps designed for
business allow organisations of all sizes
to leverage the convenience of being

continued...

Mobile print volumes to rise by 50%
Smartphones and tablets are changing the
way people use and manage documents,
but when it comes to printing, they are still
stuck in the PC era.
A new study by International Data
Corporation (IDC), Mobile Device Users/NonUsers: Print, Scan, Document Management,
Worldwide, shows that while 90% of users
say it is as useful to print from a tablet/
smartphone as from a PC, only 56% are
satisfied with their mobile printing experience.
More than one third of smartphone and
01732 759725

tablet users say they want to print but are
unable to do so (35% and 34% respectively).
Angèle Boyd, Group Vice President and
General Manager, IDC Document Solutions,
said: “The business value for smartphone/
tablet printing is enormously clear, and yet
support for this is shockingly lacking in 2015.
This is a huge missed productivity opportunity
for both businesses and print providers.”
The four main benefits of printing from
smartphones/tablets, cited by between 32%
and 57% of respondents, are faster document

review; greater customer satisfaction; an
increased number of transactions; and the
ability to attract more customers.
IDC’s study shows that, due to small screen
sizes, smartphone and tablet users prefer to
read documents on a PC or paper than on a
smartphone or tablet.
Over the next three years, IDC expects the
proportion of prints from smartphones and
tablets to rise by around 50%, from 20-21%
today to 28-30% in 2018.
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120” image from tiny
projector – PPX4010
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P
ocket sized, portable multimedia projector
P
erfect for use with a laptop
C
onnectivity: HDMI,
VGA, USB, SD Card,
WIFI, & more
Built-in 1W Speaker
100 lumens
C
ables available:
Component, VGA
and iPhone.

Project your business,
anywhere – PPX4835
l
l
l
l
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l
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Launching November 2015

NEW

Compact and portable: 115 x 115 x 32mm
350 lumens / 720p DLP
Keystone correction
I
ntegrated 3W high performance speaker
Mains powered or battery (2.5 hours)
C
onnectivity: HDMI, MHL, support, high power USB
(power bank charger) & headphone connector.
C
ables available:
Component, VGA
and iPhone.

Built-in WiFi – PPX3614
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

120” image from tiny projector
Pocket sized, portable multimedia projector
C
ompatible with your Office files
P
erfect for sales and training presentations
C
onnectivity: HDMI, VGA, USB, SD Card,
140 lumens, 4GB memory
M
 ains power or battery (2.5 hours)
C
ables available:
Component, VGA
and iPhone.

Take it anywhere – PPX3411
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

120” image from tiny projector
Pocket sized, portable multimedia projector
Compatible with your Office files
Perfect for sales and training presentations
Connectivity: HDMI, VGA, USB, SD Card,
140 lumens, 4GB memory
Mains power or battery (2.5 hours)
C
ables available: Component, VGA
and iPhone.

Available from:
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Project your
business
Powerful pocket-sized
multimedia projectors

www.philips.co.uk/
c-m-so/pocket-projectors

01732 759725
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...continued
able to scan, access, edit, share and print
documents directly from their devices,”
he said.
“With the UTAX Mobile Print App, it
is really quick and easy to display and
present documents and pictures saved
on a mobile device in the printed form.
This increases the usefulness and usage
of mobile devices and makes working life
more productive.”
Custom apps
Although mobile printing has not taken
off to the extent that many thought it
would (see box on page 21), take-up of
dedicated printing apps as an alternative
to AirPrint and Google Cloud Print is
growing nonetheless.
A good example is iPrint & Scan from
Brother. “In 2013 about 68 million pages
worldwide were printed using our app. In
2014 that went up to 120 million pages,
and we are expecting it this year to
double again. The take-up of the app has
been phenomenal,” explained Johnson.
Ricoh’s Ulman says these vendordeveloped apps are often created to
overcome the limitations of generic
solutions like AirPrint.
“All of our machines that are WiFi and
network-enabled come with Ricoh Smart
Print & Scan app functionality. This is our
equivalent of AirPrint and in some ways
it is superior to AirPrint because it works
as a driver. Not only does it allow you to
print from screen; you can also open a
document in the app and then zoom in,
zoom out, select colour or mono and the
number of prints,” she said.
Pakulski added: “You can even use the
app to surf the web and print web pages,
so it’s a powerful driver and tool that
can be used on iPhone, iPad and Android
devices. The major feature for me is that
the printer does not have to be a WiFi
model. As long as it is a Ricoh network
device and your iPad or iPhone are on
the same network, you can still print
wirelessly from those devices.”
Canon, too, has a mobile printing
app, using cloud services to improve the
printing of Microsoft Office attachments.
Canon European marketing manager
Anil Jagpal said: “If you have an AirPrint
printer and want to print an email that
should be easy. However, if you want to
print a Powerpoint file attached to the
email, Airprint will print it, but because
of the way iOS renders MS Office files,
the layout will be corrupted. With our
app, a built-in feature connects to our
cloud service which renders the image
into something printable, sends it back
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and prints it. So you can print office files
without needing a Microsoft app for iOS.
The app is free and the service is free.”
Security first
Ulman says that one of the reasons
people have been slow to adopt cloud
printing is that they are worried about
security and that to alleviate their
concerns Ricoh has been building its own
cloud service.
“A recent study conducted by
Samsung’s mobile division showed that
the first hesitation is security. Ricoh has
its own cloud service; we don’t buy it
from anyone; it’s secured by us. We are
working on a cloud service for printing
which will be available for more highend business machines but not yet the
consumer models,” she said.
“It’s printing on the go. If you have
some kind of Google service, you can
print to a device in the office and go and
pick the print up. At the moment, with
the app we have, you need to be linked
to the device by the same network.
It’s very secure because you are on the
same network and the network is secure.
That’s why people trust our technology.
Nobody is afraid of printing confidential
documents that way. But when you are on
the go, you think ‘where does it go? I am
sending it somewhere and I am not going
to be picking it up ‘til the next day?”
MOPRIA
Despite these advances the printer
industry still has some way to go before
mobile printing becomes second nature.
This, Anil Jagpal points out, is what the
Mobile Printing Alliance (MOPRIA) has
been set up to address.
“Initiatives like MOPRIA, which Canon
is a founding member of, wants to make
it as easy as possible for people to print
from their mobile device. It’s still a
journey, but the founding members – HP,
Canon, Xerox, Samsung – have developed
a plug-in that can be installed on Android
devices. This is available on the PlayStore
now. The next step is for this plug-in to
be installed as part of the OS when you
buy an Android device, so it’s not even
something that you have to download,”
he said.
“With MOPRIA-compatible devices
and more and more apps becoming
MOPRIA-compatible, the experience
will be as seamless as when you buy an
iPad and an AirPrint-compatible printer
and take both things out of the box and
print. You find Print on the menu on
your tablet/phone and it connects to the

Dave McNally,
Dell
printer and prints. It’s trying to get the
same seamless experience as AirPrint.
Now you have to download the plug-in
to install but in the future even that step
should be removed.”

The printer
industry still
has some
way to go
before mobile
printing
becomes
second nature

Fewer interventions
The combination of greater ease of
use and reliability, plus other factors,
such as the availability of high capacity
cartridges, collectively reduce the need
for so many user interventions, whilst
also easing device management.
Dell’s Dave McNally said: “Printers
have become easier to use, manage and
own. Improvements in usability, setup
and reliability mean fewer interventions
are required from the user side. Higher
capacity cartridges and lifetime fuser
units mean staff spend less time
changing toner. Dell OpenManage Printer
Manager (OMPM), for example, will
proactively monitor your devices and
inform your helpdesk operator of an
issue on the printer before the end user
is even aware of it.”
Paul Young says this is also a
consequence of clever product design.
“What’s different about UTAX devices,”
he said, “is that they are built as modular
systems so it’s really simple to replace
parts, such as developer units, drums
and transfer belts, which means less
downtime for each machine. Another
benefit of UTAX devices is that all
replacement parts on a machine have
the same long lifespan. That means
servicing can be done in one hit.”
He added: “It’s worth pointing out
here that by utilising a managed print
services (MPS) contract organisations

continued...
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HOW MUCH ARE POSTAL TARIFF
UPDATES COSTING YOUR BUSINESS?
Hidden charges may be costing you more than you think

The Problem...

The Frama Solution...

Tariff updates charges
Re-crediting fees
Expensive ink cartridges
Engineer call outs
Poor customer service
Long downtime periods

Fully comp maintenance
No hidden charges
FREE ink*
8hr engineer response time
98% first time fix
Frama CareS after sales

Contact Frama TODAY for a

no obligation consultation

and see how much you can save on your postage costs

FREE PRINTER OFFER
Place your order for a Frama
franking system and recieve a
Xerox Phaser 6600DNM printer
absolutely FREE!
In Partnership with

01992 451 125

info@frama.co.uk
Quality Value

www.frama.co.uk
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...continued
can minimise interventions by allowing
ongoing management of devices and
optimising usage. For example, an MPS
contract will cover automatic firmware
upgrades, which reduces the amount of
customer interventions.”
Steve Mitchell of KYOCERA
Document Solutions says that print
is increasingly becoming a hands-off
area for IT departments. “IDC’s latest
research reveals a 10% growth in the
print services market. This is because
duty cycles are increasing and toner
quality has improved. At KYOCERA, our
long-life ceramic parts mean end-users
only need to replace toner, making it a
lot easier when it comes to maintenance
interventions. Our long-life drums mean
that as many as 500,000 pages can
be printed without having to replace
anything except for toner. On average,
our toner yields up to 70,000 pages
too. Our cloud managed print services
outsource the management of printing
to the cloud – meaning toner gets
automatically delivered, just in time. That
means less waste and less down time for
devices,” he said.
Another feature of modern devices,
explains Alan Clark, is the use of user
replaceable parts. “Xerox designs a
number of key components to be
Customer Replaceable so they can
be quickly and easily dealt with. This
ensures the machine is kept in perfect
working order, and removes the need
for engineers to get involved, which can
involve a lengthy process,” he explained.
“The ConnectKey Devices also feature
the Remote Control Panel; software that
monitors the state of the device. This
allows for authorised figures to proactively monitor the device and take
action remotely before the end user has
even noticed there’s a problem.”
Conclusion
Printers and MFPs today are very
different from earlier generations. Despite
people’s enduring prejudices, today’s
devices are reliable and highly productive.
They require fewer interventions by
users and the engineers that service
them. Remote monitoring, high capacity
consumables and the option of managed
print services reduce the management
burden even further. Yet, with advanced
functionality, from cloud connectivity
and mobile printing to embedded apps
and customised workflows, they have the
potential to transform communications,
processes and business operations. If your
printer is causing you problems, don’t
complain, upgrade!
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Easy maintenance
Samsung’s new Smart Printer Diagnostic
System (SPDS) is a printer failure diagnostic
tool that has received positive feedback
from both technical service engineers and
consumers.
An industry first, the SPDS app gives
users access to the SPDS server featuring
official Samsung service manuals, technical
information, educational videos and real-time
notifications for software updates for Samsung
Smart MultiXpress models.
When a mobile device with the SPDS app
receives an error message from a failed printer,
the app automatically identifies the issue and
displays a step-by-step troubleshooting guide.
Engineers can also share video footage as
references with other engineers.

Canon’s new
i-SENSYS MF700 series of colour
A4 MFPs boasts new NFC Touch
& Print functionality that enables workers to
print directly from NFC-enabled smartphones/
tablets. The new products also support scanning
to Searchable, Encrypted and Digital Signature
PDFs and feature fully customisable colour
touchscreens.

ThinPrint buys ezeep
ThinPrint has strengthened its position in the
cloud printing market with the acquisition
of ezeep, a provider of printing solutions for
co-working spaces. It has also set up a new
business unit, ThinPrint Cloud Services, which
will continue to operate ezeep services and
further develop printing as a cloud service,
with enterprise-grade enhanced features and
management capabilities.
www.thinprint.com

Konica Minolta’s new colour MFPs, the bizhub
C308/C368, feature embedded Near Field
Communication (NFC) so that users can scan/
print directly to and from a mobile device. Users
can also connect smartphones and tablets using
Konica Minolta’s free PageScope Mobile App.
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3 & 4 November
DC-616PRO

Digital Print Finishing - Made Easy

Come and join us

Special show price

London Calling is a not to be missed print
application event; focusing on intelligent
technology and integrated solutions it provides
ideas and inspiration for creating added value
and increased revenue for your business.
The latest innovations from Duplo and
partners will be showcased along with
opportunities to network and share best
practice with other businesses.
The event will take place at Sunbeam Studios,
a creative photo and film studio based in
North Kensington.
Register now at www.duplolondoncalling.com

In partnership with...
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Easy installation, low-cost maintenance and long-lasting robust design means the KX-HDV230 has a low
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Total Cost of Ownership.
The KX-HDV230’s enhanced features include six-line connection, gigabit ethernet, Power over Ethernet and
If you want to save time and increase productivity, the new compact KV-S10X7 range from
24 flexible function keys with self-labelling. It also offers an optional expansion module to increase the
Panasonic
is the ideal
number
of flexible
keyssolution.
to 224. With enhanced scanning speed and paper feed capability,

multiple size and material scanning in one, and one-touch functionality for a vast array
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Room for all
Deskphone sales are proving remarkably resilient in
the face of competition from mobiles and
softphones. James Goulding finds out why
So unstoppable has been the rise of
the smartphone and the mobilisation
of the UK workforce that a few
years ago even the office deskphone
seemed under threat.
In fact, the deskphone has proved
remarkably resilient and, through a
combination of its own qualities, the
limitations of smartphones and continued
innovation, it remains an office staple.
The deskphone is far from irreplaceable.
Softphones and mobile phones are more
than adequate replacements and there
are plenty of organisations that have
standardised on these alternatives – even
if only for some applications.
Yet, as Wilfred Wood, senior product
manager at Samsung Electronics, points
out, a deskphone is still all that many
people need.
“There are certain job functions
where a deskphone is preferable, where
people are desk-based, such as in an
accounts department, and where they
don’t have a company mobile so all of
their calls are made from a deskphone,”
he said.
He adds that deskphones are also a
better option for people who spend long
periods on the phone.
“People who use handsets for longish
conversations prefer to use a deskphone.
One hundred and fifty years worth of
technology has gone into designing the
feel of a handset on a deskphone. We
haven’t got the same duration of design
with mobile handsets – ultimately, they
are a flat piece of glass,” he said.
The classic example of people who
spend all day on the phone are contact
centre agents. Most of these now
sport headsets that provide even more
comfort than a deskphone. However,
that does not mean the deskphone has
been replaced entirely.
“People who operate in call centres
will be wearing a headset, but typically
they are backed off a deskphone device
rather than a softphone because of
reliability issues concerning the PC
the softphone runs on. If your PC
freezes or crashes, you will have lost all
communications until it comes back up
again. A typical deskphone is far more
resilient,” Wood said.

Growing sales
Wood adds that
for the time
being Samsung
is actually
increasing sales.
“People are not
going to the office
with only mobile phones.
There are people who have talked
about it but I think they see that there
are so many job functions where people
actually want a deskphone. Typically
within an office every desk will have
a phone and there will be hot desking
areas where people can choose whether
to use a deskphone or mobile phone.”
Samsung’s new phone system
handsets, the i6000 series, are designed
to make this choice easier by providing
tight integration between mobiles
and deskphones. Built-in WiFi and
Bluetooth connectivity enables a host
of useful features, such as automatic
synchonisation of contacts between
mobiles and handsets and the ability to
use a mobile as a cordless handset or
as a remote control to set up and make
calls via a deskphone. The addition of a
VoIP app provides seamless handover
from the deskphone to smartphone
in mid-call, and you can add a tablet
as a handset extension with up to 99
programmable buttons, giving one touch
access to functions
or extension
numbers.

Mobile integration:
Samsung’s
new wireless
deskphones
automatically
synchronise with
a smartphone

One hundred
and fifty years
has gone into
designing
the feel of a
handset on a
deskphone

Clearly better: Panasonic has
launched a new range of affordable SIP phones with HD voice.

Changing demand
Panasonic has a similar tale to tell. Like
Samsung, it is not seeing a big fall in
handset sales. However, Bob Mercer,
network communications group manager
at Panasonic, has noticed a shift in
demand.
“In the general business market
we are not seeing a huge drop off in
handsets, but we are seeing a migration
to more of an IP product than a standard
handset. That is one thing that’s
changing,” he said.
“A lot more people are changing
infrastructure and deploying an IP
handset, which can be a little more
feature-rich than a traditional systems
telephone. For example, the ability to run
video over IP. We have a new handset
launching early next year that has a
normal colour touchscreen but also an
in-built IP camera, which allows you to
make a video call handset-to-handset.
That technology is more interesting for
minimal face-to-face contact where the
traditional handset doesn’t cut it and
you have to do it through a PC. If you
use something like Skype for Business,
there’s an element of unreliability due
to the network infrastructure, because
you are using the same data network as
everything else. Whereas with a dedicated
network for IP phones you will have 6 9s
guaranteed end-to-end so the video call
is much more stable and reliable. We are
seeing that change coming through but
on-premise demand has not changed a
great deal,” Mercer said.
Another change noted by Mercer is
a reduction in the need for higher grade
executive phones.
“There is less demand than
before because things like unified
communications allow people to have a
simpler deskphone and push applications
onto their PC or laptop. We are selling
proportionately more entry-level
handsets than executive, so there has

Continued...
01732 759725
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been a shift there. I would say 10 years
ago we sold a mixture of about 20%
executive to 80% simple; we are now
probably about 10% to 90%. Today,
people either plump for all executive
handsets, because that is the nature of
their business, or pretty much all standard
models with a few executives. There is
a polarisation and I think that is down
to features on the handset – video-ondemand for example.”
Like Wood, Mercer says that even
people who use a mobile as their primary
device like to have the option of a handset.
“A lot of people who are 100%
non-office-based are completely mobile
dependent, but there is a great deal of
twinning that is done, whereby I can have
a deskphone when I am in the office with
a fixed number, but any calls received on
that phone are automatically pushed to
my mobile at the same time, so I have an
option on where I answer the call.”
He added: “Anyone who is engaged
in heavy customer contact finds a
deskphone preferable. Oddly enough,
even a deskphone with a headset is
preferable to a softphone with a headset
in a lot of cases. It’s the fact that you
have quicker and easier access to the
handset itself. The volume button is
immediately in front of you rather than
having to find it on-screen, and you can
dial a bit quicker from a keypad than you
can on-screen.”
Hosted handsets
Mercer points out that demand for
handsets is particularly strong in the
sub-10 extension level among customers
who have transitioned to a hosted or
cloud-based service.
“Those types of customer are used to
having a handset even though they are
using a hosted product. They are used to
having even a simple handset, whereas
PC-based operation is a lot more expected
in larger call centres.”
To meet demand from the carrier
market, Panasonic is launching a new
range of affordable SIP desk phones,
including the new KX-HDV230. This
combines cost-saving features, such as
easy installation, durability and low-cost
maintenance, with advanced features like
Gigabit Ethernet, Power over Ethernet,
24 flexible function keys with selflabelling, an optional expansion module
that increases the number of flexible
keys to 224, and HD speech quality.
“We’ve launched a new range of
SIP handsets for the carrier market,”
explained Mercer. “We are in the process
of launching the third of those next
month; the fourth – the video model –
will be available in January. The USP we
have is quite straightforward: it is high
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definition voice over IP. It gives you true
729 compression on high definition
voice. When you hear true HD voice
across a network you realise just what
can be achieved with speech.”
Fast growing
HD is also a key selling point of
handsets from Yealink, currently
the world’s second largest
manufacturer of SIP handsets.
The Chinese manufacturer
started out making phones
for other companies in
2001, before designing
and making its own
brand devices in 2009.
These benefit from a
combination of low
manufacturing
costs and a
tradition of high
production values
imbued from
its dealings with
Western telecoms companies.
According to Steve Watts, General
Manager of Yealink UK, sales in the UK
are booming. Sales last year increased
60% and in June this year, Yealink had
already surpassed last year’s figures, so
he sees no signs of a transition from
handsets to mobiles or softphones.
“What you will find is that rather
than moving away from deskphones and
using another technology, people will
use multiple solutions. I have my mobile
and when I walk around the office I
receive calls on my mobile, and when
I want to make a call I generally come
into my office, sit down and use my
deskphone,” he said.
He attributes the continuing demand
for deskphones to a number of factors,
from personal choice – “I answer calls
on my mobile, but when I am sitting
at my desk I generally always use my
deskphone to make a call, even if I have
to look up the number on my mobile”;
to financial considerations – “If you
think about certain organisations like
universities that might have a couple of
thousand users; they can’t force them to
use their own mobiles, and to provide a
couple of thousand mobiles for their staff
who might just be occasional users might
make it cost-prohibitive”; to changes in
technology – “We are seeing volumes
increase as people change technology
from analogue and digital phones to IP
phones, which is where we are.”
Watts concedes that there is a
threat from soft clients, but says that
deskphones are still more reliable.
“People who are pretty desk-bound
like call centre agents would perhaps
not use a deskphone but use a PC. The

Made for video
calling: the
Yealink T49

People are
used to
touchscreens
on their
mobiles, so
why not have
them on their
deskphones
too

problem with that is that PCs are not
overly reliable, while a deskphone is
pretty much 5 9s reliable. If there is a
blip on your data network and all of the
calls drop, the whole of your business
could be offline for an hour or so. With
a deskphone you’ve always got 5 9s
reliability,” he said.
Video calling
One of the most exciting developments
for Yealink are phones with large colour
screens. These include the T48 and the
soon to be launched T49, which has been
designed for video calling and comes
with an 8-inch screen.
“Screens are the new thing,”
explained Watts. “One of our phones
– the T48 – has a 7.5in touchscreen. It
still has a keypad but you can pretty
much manage the whole phone from the
touchscreen. You would think it would be
an executive phone, the sort you would
give your MD or FD while everyone
else has a lower spec model, but we are
selling a lot of phones like this. People
like the technology; they are so used
to touchscreens on their mobile that
they think why not have one on their
deskphone.”
As new models from Samsung,
Yealink and Panasonic show, deskphones
have been pretty adept at evolving to
accommodate changes in technology,
from analogue to IP networks, from
voice to video and from fixed to mobile
communications. The one constant has
been people’s preference for a handset or
speakerphone when making lengthy calls.
businessinfomag.uk

Samsung Communications

Introducing the
i6000 Series
Samsung has updated its range of
deskphones with the launch of
the striking i6000 series for
Samsung OfficeServ and SCME
communication systems.
The new handsets meet the needs
of desk-based and more mobile
employees through enhanced
functionality, ergonomic design and
integration with smartphones and
tablets.
There are four models in the range,
two of which feature integrated Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth connectivity, bringing
new options for users of smartphones
and tablets (see below).
Wired deskphones
All four models feature wired network
connectivity and an ergonomic design
and productivity boosting layout.
Highlights include:
n A distinctive ‘floating’ handset. This
looks stylish, but its real purpose is
functional rather than aesthetic, making
it easy to grab and pick up the handset
from any direction or angle.
n Adjustable angle. The user can adjust
the angle of the handset, enabling the
handset to be set at the optimum angle
for their needs.
n Intuitive operation. The phones have
35 or 47 buttons, arranged in three
distinct groupings for simplicity and
ease of use. These are the display and
four associated buttons at the top; the
number pad and call function buttons at
the bottom; and, on the right, 12 or 24
DSS-related buttons.
n Versatile connectivity. This includes a
two-port Gigabit switch, headset port
and a USB port that supports Electronic
Hook switch (EHS) headsets so that
users can answer and hang up calls on
a cordless headset without having to
touch the deskphone.
Any i6000 model would suit the
needs of office workers who spend most
of their working day at the same desk
and like the comfort and stability of a
deskphone.
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Offering
seamless
integration
with mobile
devices, these
versatile
handsets
provide
users with
a number of
additional
capabilities.

Wireless deskphones
Employees who move around the office a
lot during the working day and routinely
use a corporate smartphone, as well as a
deskphone, to make and take calls will be
able to get even more value out of the
two wireless models.
As an installer, the ability to deploy
handsets on desks without the need to
provide a wired connection makes it
easier as well as reducing costs.
Compatible with wired or wireless
networks and offering seamless
integration with mobile devices, these
versatile handsets provide users of
mobile devices with a number of
additional capabilities. These include:
Contact Synchronisation. Contact
lists on mobile phones are always the
most up-to-date. One of the most
useful features of the i6000 series is the
automatic upload and synchronisation
of contacts from a smart phone to a
deskphone.
Deskphone remote control.
Use your smartphone like a remote
control to initiate and make calls on a
deskphone. Just click on the desk phone
icon on your smartphone and the call
will be generated from the i6000 giving
you better call quality and better speech
quality.
Cordless calling. Turn your mobile
into a cordless handset by moving
the speech path of the call to your
smartphone over Bluetooth.
Call handover. Install the Samsung
WeVoIP app on your smartphone and
you can move calls received on your
deskphone over to your smartphone and
vice versa. You can also transition calls
from a Wi-Fi environment to GSM. This
means that you can take a call on your
deskphone and if you need a bit more
privacy transfer it to your mobile with a
simple button press. If you move out of
the range of the Wi-Fi network, you can

even hand the call over from Wi-Fi to
GSM, all without interrupting the call.
Tablet extension. Instead of
integrating a large touchscreen display
into the i6000 and therefore increasing
costs, Samsung has chosen to use a
small, high quality greyscale display and
give customers the ability to use a colour
tablet as an extension module. This
gives greater flexibility at a lower cost
and means that users can continue to
use the tablet for other applications. An
app linking the tablet to the deskphone
provides up to 99 programmable
buttons, giving one touch access to
functions or extension numbers.
Wi-Fi hotspot.
An integrated Wi-Fi antenna on the
wireless i6000 series deskphones means
they can also be used as WiFi hotspots.
If a wireless deskphone is connected to
the network using its wired Ethernet
cable, up to five devices can connect
to it wirelessly to gain internet access.
This is useful in small offices or in listed
buildings where cabling is difficult.
Various studies have shown that
UK workers are more mobile than
ever and rely more and more on their
smartphones to stay in touch with
colleagues and customers. However, they
still value the comfort and call quality of
a deskphone. The Samsung i6000 fully
integrates deskphones and smartphones,
ensuring that employees can always
communicate using their handset of
choice.
For more information on the
Samsung i6000 series, please
email h.hodgson@samsung.com.
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Mobile Websites

Mobile mistakes
The seven deadly sins to avoid when designing
your mobile site
It has never been so important for a
business to have an effective mobile
site. Smartphones are now the most
popular device for going online,
according to Ofcom, and earlier this
year Google released its ‘Mobilegeddon’
update, which has already had a huge
effect on online businesses, with almost
30% of number one ranking sites
demoted for not having a mobile site
(source: moz.com).
With this in mind, digital agency,
IADigital surveyed 300 smartphone users
to identify the biggest irritations and
frustrations when accessing websites on
the small screen. In descending order, its
‘7 deadly sins’ are:
1 Pop-ups (77.45%)
Using pop-ups on a mobile site can be
off-putting, discouraging, even downright
annoying. You don’t want a potential
customer spilling their coffee whilst trying
to get rid of an event pop-up!
The cookie laws have changed; you do
not have to get visitors to accept cookies,
you just need to tell them you are using
them. Any other pop-ups really should be
avoided.
2 A desktop site on a mobile (65.52%)
It really is a massive no-no to have a
desktop site loading on a mobile device.
Your site can be responsive and change
size depending on device or it can be
mobile-dedicated. Either way, don’t just
change your homepage; the entire site
needs to be user friendly and easy to use
on a mobile device to stay ahead of your
competition. This means really thinking
about content, navigation, images and
user journeys.
The O’Neill surf clothes company
made their website responsive and the
agency responsible did some testing
before and after. The results are incredible:
on iPhone, transactions were up by 112%
and on Android, they were up by 333%.
3 Slow to load (47.54%)
We’re a time poor and task-focused
generation; people don’t want to hang
around on a website that takes more than
a few seconds to load.
In his book Usability Engineering
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Jakob Nielsen says people can handle up
to 10 seconds of load time before they
leave, but a delay of even a few seconds
is enough to create an unpleasant user
experience.
4 Poorly designed forms (28.76%)
Forms that have lots of questions annoy
people! Especially when it is not essential
information.
We understand that you need your
customers to fill out forms, but make
sure you get the absolute bare essentials
only and whatever you do, avoid
CAPTCHA!
5 Click to call enabled? (17.08%)
According to Google, 61% of mobile
searches result in a phone call. It should
be easy for people to call you!
6 CAPTCHA (14.63%)
CAPTCHA or ‘Completely Automated
Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart’ is the really irritating
practice of getting people to squint at
their screen and type some random
gobbledygook into a box to proceed with
a form submission. It tries to prevent
bots or automated programmes from
spamming your inbox.
A recent study revealed that only
71% of the time will three users agree on
the translation of a CAPTCHA. So please
find a way to deal with potential SPAM
and make your site much more user
friendly!
7 Pinch & Zoom required (11.89%)
Pinching and zooming entire sites was
really cool when iPhones first came out.
It isn’t any more!
Optimise your images properly so
that you can see what you are looking for
and allow people to zoom in if they want
to – Instagram, we are talking to you!
Two other rules worth bearing in mind
are the one thumb rule (whether a site
can be navigated with a cup of coffee in
one hand) and the two minute rule (if
your customer cannot achieve their goal
in two minutes, it’s likely they will go
elsewhere.)
www.iadigital.com

Man’s best friend?
The Nipper is the portable phone charger you have
been waiting for. Measuring just 1.7 x 1.7 x 1.7cm, it is
about the same size as a die and loops easily through a
key ring or the D ring of a handbag so that you always
have it with you.
For an emergency power boost, just place two AA
batteries between the Nipper’s two magnets and plug it
into the micro USB slot on your phone (an iPhone version is
in development). It will start charging immediately so that
within seconds you can make a call or use maps.
The amount of additional power supplied ranges from
54% of battery capacity on a Nokia 106 to 17% on a
Samsung S6, equating to 5.3 and 3.4 hours of talk-time
respectively.
The Nipper is not without its drawbacks. Charging is
slowish – it takes 30 minutes to reach 10% of battery
capacity and just over an hour to hit 20% (using Duracell
Ultra batteries); batteries are expensive and wasteful; and
you have to remember to carry a supply with you or hope
there is a shop open when you need a power boost.
That said, the Nipper is a clever idea that has caught the
imagination of funders on Kickstarter, more than doubling
its fund-raising goal with weeks to spare. The ability to
customise the leather or nylon strap means it also has
potential for corporate branding.
Prices start at £15, with the first units due to ship in
April 2016.
www.nippercharger.com
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Triple Ethernet Offer*
Total savings of up to £7,700!
• Free connection worth £1,900
• Excess charges paid worth £2,800
• Save even more by using SuperConnected
Cities vouchers worth up to £3,000

*Limited time only,
conditions apply

Fast

Resilient

Exhilarating

Unlimited Business Internet from £29 per month, with free connection and router*
Whatever your budget, we have a fast, resilient solution to suit your business needs.
FibreStream®

CopperStream®

DualStream®SF

VStream®

• Fibre Ethernet
Leased Lines

• Copper Ethernet
GEA/EFM Leased Lines

• SDSLM and VStream®

• Fibre Broadband (VDSL)

•
•
•
•

• 2Mb voice and up
to 76Mb data

• Up to 76Mb

•
•
•
•

10Mb to 1Gb
Auto failover (optional)
From £300 per month
Free connection*

2Mb to 35Mb
Auto failover (optional)
From £125 per month
Free connection*

• Auto failover
• From £99 per month

• Auto failover (optional)
• From £21 per month
• Free connection and
router on most services*

Specialists in business-class Internet
connectivity, SIP and Voice over IP.

Call Spitfire on 0800 319 6200
or visit our website
at www.spitfire.co.uk

* Terms and Conditions apply. All prices quoted are monthly rentals. All products
suitable for converged voice and data.

For Partner Service details,
call 0800 319 6500

Innovative • Flexible • Reliable • Supportive
Telecommunication Services to Business since 1988

www.spitfire.co.uk

App Update

APP UPDATE
New apps for business

and leisure

Content finder
The Hootsuite Suggestions app for iOS
finds content on social media relevant to
your specified interests. Selected articles
can be shared on social networks with a
single swipe.
www.hootsuite.com
Printer troubleshooting
In an industry first, Samsung has launched
a troubleshooting and diagnostic app for
its printers. The Samsung Smart Printer
Diagnostic System (SPDS) app links to
a cloud-based server where users can
find Samsung service manuals, technical
information, educational videos and realtime notifications of software updates.
When a mobile device with the SPDS app
receives an error message from a Smart
MultiXpress printer, the app automatically
identifies the issue and displays a step-bystep troubleshooting guide.
www.samsung.com
Protect your documents
Boxtoff is a new solution for organising
and protecting documents and images
captured on a mobile device or scanner.
Ideal for important documents like
passports, motor insurance, birth
certificates, travel documents and
prescriptions, the app features 256 bit
SSL encryption and automatically sends
reminders of expiry dates. Boxtoff is
free for up to five documents. Unlimited
storage costs 99p.
www.boxtoff.com
Find a desk
NearDesk is a free app that lets you rent
desk space in more than 200 locations
across the UK and only pay for the time
you use.
www.neardesk.com

Track your items
After a successful launch in France,
Wistiki is now available in the UK.
The lightweight device attaches to
important items, such as a wallet or
keys, and can be made to ring if lost.
Alternatively, lost items can be located
on a map in the Wistiki smartphone
app. Up to 10 units can be managed per
smartphone. Wistiki retails at £19.90 and
the app is free to download for iOS and
Android.
www.wistiki.co.uk
Snap and send
Doddle Runner gives Londoners an easier
way to send parcels. Using the Doddle
Runner iOS app, just take a picture of
what you want to send, add the delivery
address and in less
than 60 minutes
a specially trained
Runner will collect the
item from your desk.
Doddle will then wrap
the package and send
it via next day delivery.
The service is currently
available in the City of
London (EC1-4) prior
to a roll-out across
the capital. An Android
version is due to be
launched later this
year.
www.doddle.it

Smart surveillance
Security monitoring company Swann
has launched three DIY surveillance and
alarm kits for homes and small offices. The
combination of WiFi CCTV cameras and
a SwannView Link iOS/Android app lets
users view live footage, including audio, on
a smartphone or tablet 24/7. The app also
provides alerts and email notifications. The
systems come with two or four cameras, a
500GB hard drive for recording video and
window, door and movement sensors.
www.swann.com/uk/
Smart umbrella
The Kisha Umbrella incorporates a
Bluetooth chip that connects to a
smartphone app and alerts you if you
leave it on the bus or in a shop or
restaurant. The app also provides weather
forecasts and lets you know if you should
take your umbrella before leaving home.
The Kisha Umbrella retails at £50 and
comes with a 3 year warranty.
www.getkisha.com
Team storage
Berlin startup Teamplace has launched a
cloud-based team storage solution with
no limit on user numbers or storage space.
The use of a Teamplace is free
for 30 days and if a project
isn’t finished within that time,
the user can extend the life of
a Teamplace for $6 a month.
Once it is no longer needed, the
Teamplace is deleted, ensuring
that data doesn’t remain in
the cloud forever. Teamplace is
available as a web app and on
iOS and Android.

Real-time audience polls
Lumi, a leader in audience insight solutions, has launched a real-time polling and
messaging app that enables collaboration from any location, on any device.
Suitable for training sessions, internal meetings, corporate meetings, virtual meetings
and multi-location meetings, Meetoo enables attendees to share opinions and comment
anonymously. By promoting honest feedback, Meetoo helps organisers gauge audience
sentiment, answer questions, encourage participation and speed up decision-making.
Key features include live polling; group chat for sharing ideas; a Q&A forum which can be
used anonymously; and immediate reporting of meeting data in a simple Excel report.
Lumi CEO Richard Taylor said: “Meetoo enables people in disparate locations to feel as
if they are part of the same meeting, allowing everyone to get involved in a way that is
manageable for the meeting organiser or presenter. It’s a great way to make a large meeting
feel more like an effective small meeting.”
Meetoo is available on any iOS or Android device, or via the web on any web-enabled
phone, tablet or computer. www.lumiinsight.com
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13-14 OCTOBER 2015
Exhibition

Training

Professional Development

Keynotes

Networking

See Nelson Mandela’s former
PA at office* 2015
Zelda La Grange shares her

story working with one of the world’s
most influential leaders of our time.

‘It Starts With You’
1pm, Tuesday 13 October

Keynote line up also includes...

Professor Stephen
Hawking’s PA

Founder of Gandy’s &
Orphans for Orphans

Rob Forkan

Tanya Mann Rennick

‘Working With A
Genius’

‘Overcoming Adversity
- The Story Behind
Gandy’s’

‘The STARR Principle’

Judith Croasdell

Author of 109 Ways
To Shine

Tess Alps

Kev House

Thinkbox

Art of Brilliance

‘Never Too Late’

‘The Art of Being
Brilliant’

REGISTER TODAY
01732 759725

www.officeshow.co.uk

FREE ENTRY (QUOTE OFF793)
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Office Environment

KI Europe help
Societe Generale
work smarter
KI Europe, working with furniture dealer
Directive Office Ltd and architect/designer
TP Bennett, has created a radically new
office environment for Societe Generale.
With increasing demand on its
existing real estate around the Square
Mile, and a new Kohn Pederson Foxdesigned office in Canary Wharf set for
completion in 2019, financial services
company Societe Generale (SG) decided
to explore opportunities to maximise
efficient use of its facilities.
After reviewing the workplace
strategies of other global companies and
how they address the challenges of space
planning and changing work styles, it
introduced an agile working pilot scheme
for 250 support staff on the 2nd floor of
its offices in Tower Hill.
From cellular to open plan
The second floor of the Tower Hill offices
had previously been used as a trader floor.
It was dominated by cellular offices and
densely populated with assigned desks
and partitions, which obstructed light and
created real and metaphorical divisions
between workers. There were no informal
or breakout spaces and not enough
meeting rooms.
TP Bennett has introduced entirely

The only
employees
with assigned
workstations
are senior
managers and
their assistants

open plan workspaces, with no screening
between workstations to maintain
an open vista and facilitate easy
reconfiguration in the future. The only
employees with assigned workstations
are senior managers and their assistants
– these are also larger with a generous
2000mm width. The remaining 80%
of workstations are divided into
‘neighbourhoods’ and are unassigned to
support flexible and collaborative working,
with a desk sharing ratio of 1:1.2.
Calming colours
As the floor is not client-facing, TP
Bennett was free to depart from SG’s
corporate colours of red and black and
select a contemporary, calming colour
palette of white, blue and grey.
UniteSE workstations were
specified with white worktops on black
understructures, which creates the illusion
of floating worksurfaces. There are also
three clusters of six ToggleSE sit-stand
desks, which have proved so popular
that Societe Generale plans to increase
the provision of sit-stand desks in future
refurbishment projects to 50% of all
workstations.
UniteSE storage cabinets integrate
perfectly with workstations and help
delineate neighbourhoods and walk-ways.
Each person has one linear meter of
personal storage space in lieu of pedestals.
In addition, there is team storage at the
end of each bench; general storage for
coats, stationery, waste and recycling; and
unassigned lockers scattered around the
office for bicycle helmets, trainers, gym kit
and other personal items.
Meetings and collaboration
At the heart of the new floorplan is
a central hub with touchdown and
collaborative space for teams and
individuals. For this area, TP Bennett
specified KI’s Work2 bench (with
integrated power and data) in two
heights – a standard workstation height
of 740mm and a taller version for use
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standing up or seated on high chairs.
Informal occasional tables and chairs,
presentation booths and refreshment areas
complete the communal zone.
Surrounding the central hub are some
of the 17 meeting rooms found on the
floor. Designed to be accessed from
both the collaborative and workstation
neighbourhoods, these act as a visual and
acoustic barrier between the hub and
desking areas. There are four bookable
team meeting rooms, one with a custommade standing-height UniteSE columnbase table for 6-8 people, and 13 drop-in
meeting rooms for up to 3 people.
To support concentrated solo work,
the office is dotted with a number of
phone-free quiet zones that also include
drop-in positions that visitors can use as
an alternative to the central hub.
Positive feedback
Employees have been overwhelmingly
impressed with the new workspace
design and have actively embraced the
new working culture. The 2nd floor has
even begun to attract staff based on
other floors keen to enjoy the vibrant
collaborative spaces.
“We’ve had really positive feedback
from staff and visitors – even from the
sceptics!,” explained Jeremy Gibbs, Director
and Project Manager of COO Projects
at Societe Generale. “We now have a
44% increase in capacity in a much nicer
environment.”
Kate Sian Boulter, Spatial Interior
Designer at TP Bennett, lead consultants
for SG’s eventual relocation to Canary
Wharf, said: “It was clear from the start
that SG were keen to explore new ways of
working and very much viewed their new
premises in Tower Hill, Level 2 as a pilot
for the larger future project as well as a
potential template that they could roll out
globally.”
The success of the ‘Work Smarter’ pilot
is such that SG is now introducing agile/
dynamic working across the company.
www.kieurope.com
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Filing

The low-down on
office storage
Low-level mobile storage is one of the big growth areas in office filing
Link 51, a subsidiary of European
storage systems manufacturer
Whittan Storage Systems Ltd, has
been designing and manufacturing
steel storage solutions in the UK for
more than 60 years, including racking,
shelving, mobile shelving, lockers,
cupboards and cabinets.
With an annual turnover of more
Tracey Goodwin,
than £80 million and three UK
regional sales
manufacturing sites in Shropshire and
manager, Link 52
the West Midlands, it creates solutions
for a wide range of industry sectors,
from manufacturing and warehousing to
education and healthcare.
The evolving needs of commercial
offices is one of Link 51’s core areas of
expertise, and it continues to develop
filing products designed to raise office
productivity and improve access to live
and archived documents.
To find out how office storage is
adapting to radical changes in working
practices and office design, Tayla Ansell
caught up with Link 51 regional sales
manager Tracey Goodwin.
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Business Info: Why is finding the right
storage solution so important for a
business?
Tracey Goodwin: There are two main
reasons. The first is that it enables you
to increase storage capacity. Quite
often businesses run short of storage
space, but by choosing the right storage
solution they can increase the amount
they can store on their premises. That’s
the first reason. The second is that a
good storage solution will provide the
storage capacity you want and free up
office space for more desks and more
employees.
Business Info: What storage solutions
would you recommend for the office?
Tracey Goodwin: If you are looking to
maximise capacity, I would suggest a
mobile storage system. A mobile storage
system gives you 70% more capacity
than standard static types of storage.
Another good option would be a rotary
storage product, which provides as much
capacity as four or five four-drawer filing
cabinets in just one unit.

Something that’s becoming really
popular in offices is low-level mobile
storage. This doesn’t need a handle to
move; you just push and pull it. Quite
often, you will find low-level mobile
storage in the centre of an office, as it
allows you to increase storage capacity
and retain an open plan environment.
I would say it offers 30% more storage
capacity than desk-side storage. Low
level mobile storage often becomes part
of the office furniture and, increasingly,
architects are building it into their office
layouts.
Another big thing for us at the
moment is the use of lockers in the
workplace. We have a range of laminate
lockers and offer a variety of colours and
a selection of locking systems depending
on what people want to use. We also have
In-Charge lockers; people can plug in a
laptop or tablet at the end of the day and
when they come in the next morning it
will be fully charged.

Business Info: Can your storage
solutions be customised?
Tracey Goodwin: Yes, what’s quite
exciting is that people are now looking
for something a little more bespoke
in the office environment. At Link 51,
we manufacture everything ourselves
so we can design something bespoke.
Businesses can have any colour, different
coloured shelves, different coloured
uprights and nice finishes on the end
panels. People tend to go for either
laminate to match their desking or a
nice vinyl finish on the end. Having a
drawer or shelf or a lockable unit within
a storage system is also very important.
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Savings in space and time

Business Info: How have new working
practices and technology changed
storage requirements?
Tracey Goodwin: With the increase
in hot desking and people no longer
having set desks, lockers are becoming
more important. Having a locker where
you can keep your box of equipment
at the end of the day is becoming a
lot more common. Low level mobile
systems placed next to desks for both
personal storage and work items are also
becoming more popular.
Business Info: What are the successful
new areas for Link 51?
Tracey Goodwin: The office range of
storage is growing. We’ve won some
quite large projects with some big
commercial offices and we’re also
pushing hard on the e-tail side of the
business, which has grown for us. We’ve
just put out a white paper, Taming the
E-tail Tiger, which is really working
with retailers. We cover their storage
needs at every point of the distribution
process, from when goods arrive at a
port through to click-and-collect – and
at every point in between. We’ve got a
solution for every stage, so that’s really
growing for us too.
Business Info: What are the main
industry sectors that you supply?
Tracey Goodwin: We supply every
sector you can imagine. We supply
museums and archives, library
sectors, automotive, accountants and
commercial offices, and we’re very
01732 759725

strong in the public sector. We’ve
got a framework agreement with the
government for the Crown Commercial
Service, so we are one of four companies
who supply direct into the public sector
through the framework. We also supply
the NHS.

Business Info: Are there any new
developments in storage or has
innovation run dry?
Tracey Goodwin: We’re always looking
at new products and trying to stay
ahead of everybody else. We recently
developed a system called the Trackless
Mobile System, which goes directly onto
an existing floor without the need for
ramps or any trip hazards. It goes directly
into an office environment just like a
piece of furniture would. It’s quick and
easy for a client, and it is easy to move
as well.
We’re working on a number of other
products, such as our low level products,
which seem to be quite popular. People
are standing up to work more and our
low level mobile products support that
trend.
In retail, we’re working on new
designs to assist retailers with things like
click-and-collect and Black Friday. We’re
already talking to our customers about
how they are going to deal with storage
when Black Friday happens this year. And
we’ve got a quite a few innovations that
we are quite far along with. They are
not yet out in the market, but they are
exciting for us.
www.link51.co.uk

The Fleet Medical Centre in Hampshire has enhanced
its administration facility with the installation of a
space-saving mobile storage system.
The large practice takes pride in its team of
nine doctors, highly skilled nurses and allied health
professionals. Together, they treat chronic and acute
medical conditions with an emphasis on continuity of
care. There is also a focus on training, with up to three
qualified doctors in education posts at any one time.
What Practice Manager James Perrin was less proud
of was Fleet Medical Centre’s filing system, which
consisted of three different types of storage spread over
two floors. This arrangement took up space that could be
used for other purposes and was inherently inefficient.
Railex Projects recommended a better solution based
on its space-efficient Rollastore mobile storage system.
Offering easy installation and operation, this consists
of a relocatable plinth fitted with tracks along which 14
bays are opened or closed by turning a handwheel. The
system is lockable and secure.
Best of all it is very compact. The Rollastore System
used at Fleet has a total capacity of approximately
16,000 Lloyd George medical records and can also
accommodate A4 medical records and other media. Yet, it
takes up just 50% of the space of the previous systems.
James is delighted with the results. “We used to have a
mixture of steel shelving, which took up the entire room
now half-filled by the Rollastore System, as well as cabinets
and a carousel which made staff dizzy to handle!,” he said.
“The new system is easy to operate and adds light
and a professional touch to the area. We have been
able to add two desks and a scanner in the ground floor
area and upstairs has become a consultancy revenue
stream in its own right. It is a major asset to have all of
the records in one place and to be able to convert the
shelving to our needs, such as for second volume, plus
situations where some patients need several A4 files. It’s
a great investment.”
www.railexprojects.co.uk
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Office Furntiure

Stacey Turner of Scandinavian Business Seating offers her top tips on how
to get maximum value from your investment in office furniture.

Putting value
before price
Business people often view office
furniture solely as a cost. Yet, furniture
is just as capable of delivering a return
on investment as employees and
technology. In fact, the best way to
get maximum value for money from
seating and desking is to see it not
as a cost but as an investment that
can open up new possibilities and
opportunities for your business. It
may require a change of mind-set on
your part, but the effort is well worth
it. Here are some top tips to get you
started.
1 Replaceable parts. Ensure you
purchase furniture with replaceable
parts. There is no economic advantage
in buying a cheap chair if you have
to replace the whole chair when the
armrest breaks. And, let’s face it, in a
busy office or communal area with high
usage, parts are going to break. It’s much
easier and cheaper to replace a small
part rather than an entire unit. This also
results in less waste for your organisation
and for the environment.
2 Plan for ‘hot desking’. A relatively
recent phenomenon, hot desking is an
increasingly common feature of the
modern workplace, so that nowadays
office furniture might have many
different users during the course of a day
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Stacey Turner,
Scandinavian
Business Seating
For a free seating
assessment please
call 0208 683 9415
or email info@
sbseating.co.uk

or week. This affects your furniture in
two ways.
First, it subjects it to much more
wear and tear. To rectify the problem,
choose hard-wearing fabrics and
materials for areas with high levels of
traffic and many different users. Doing
this at the planning stage avoids the
high cost of re-upholstering when the
seating is in service.
Secondly, it makes your furniture
much more susceptible to damage
caused when users try to customise
‘uncustomisable’ furniture to their
individual needs. We have seen
everything from clients trying to turn
cantilever chairs into rocking chairs to
employees creating their own sitstand desking – always with unhappy
outcomes. To avoid these situations, for
hot desking areas, consider furniture
with basic customisability. As a
minimum, all chairs should be height
adjustable, back-rest adjustable and
offer swivel or non-swivel settings. Give
users some adjustability and there will
be less temptation for them to create it
themselves.

3 Plan your areas. Business owners and
managers often assume that applying
the same type of chair across their entire
business will save money. However,
each area of an office is unique and
has different needs. On the face of it,
rolling out the same chair across all
areas may look like a money-saver, but
what might the costs be in terms of
reduced productivity, high staff turnover
and lower morale and enthusiasm?
Businesses should be hot-beds of activity,
places where information is shared,
ideas are exchanged and innovation
thrives. If staff are flat because the tools
they use are not fit-for-purpose, it can
have a huge impact on the success of a
business. The effects are often insidious
and might not at first seem obvious, so
it’s important to pay close attention to
planning and always see the big picture.
4 Service agreements. Ensure you have
a suitable service agreement in place
with your supplier. Small fixes you should
be able to DIY on site. However, some
furniture may need specialist tools or
someone with experience to maintain.
If something breaks or goes wrong, it’s
vital that you get in someone quickly to
resolve the problem. Unusable furniture
stored away in the basement doesn’t just
represent capital that you are not making
good use of, its storage and replacement
are an added cost and expense.
5 Buy cheap, buy twice. As the old
adage goes, you get what you pay
for. Furniture that seems cheap up
front can sometimes cost more in
the long run. When you cost a project
initially remember to take everything
into consideration. Look at product
guarantees, expected lifecycle, cost
of maintenance and repair, as well as
disposal costs. When everything is taken
into account, the lowest up-front cost is
often not the best value option. Lifecycle
costs are a much more accurate way of
gauging value.
www.sbseating.co.uk
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Communications

The enemy within
Tayla Ansell on email hell and how to avoid it
Email is the default communication
tool for business. It facilitates
collaboration among colleagues,
the sourcing of information and the
delegation of tasks. It’s easy to use
and ubiquitous – many businesses
would struggle without it.
Yet, disenchantment with email is
growing. Email tops the OfficeTime Top
10 Time Killers list, suggesting that for
many it has become more of a hindrance
than a help. But what exactly has caused
email to fall out of favour?
One big problem is simply the volume
of messages. This year, more than 205
billion emails will be sent and received
daily, and most of those by business1. No
wonder workers say email is the second
most time consuming activity after ‘rolespecific tasks’, taking up more than a
quarter of the average person’s working
day, according to the McKinsey Global
Institute2.
Email management is not just a
work problem; it spills into leisure time
too. The rise of the smartphone has
blurred the boundaries between work
and personal life, making it easy for
employees to check work email afterhours or when on holiday. A GFI Software
study found that 73% of UK employees
check their email at weekends and 44%
admit to checking it after 11pm.
And the problem cuts both ways, with
50% of workers sending and receiving
personal email during office hours,
according to the Yougov report Switching
off Technology and the Work-Life Balance.
A drain on productivity
These trends have implications across
the board. For the employer, email has
become a costly drain on productivity,
slowing down decision-making and
leaving less time for other tasks. Cloudbased email specialist Mailprotector
calculates that managing unwanted
email could be costing medium-sized
businesses more than £34,000 a year.
For employees, rising email volumes
contribute to stress and make it hard
for staff to switch off after work. A 2014
study in the Journal of Occupational
Health Psychology by Barber and
Santuzzi links the overwhelming urge
to respond to email with physical and
cognitive burnout, poor sleep quality and
absenteeism. A study by the University of
01732 759725

California, Irvine (UCI) shows that when
workers are cut off from email, their
focus improves and stress levels fall.
So what can businesses and
individuals do to avoid email overload
and its effects? One approach is
behavioural – implementing strategies
to control how email is used; the
other is technological – implementing
alternative communications solutions.
Changing behaviour
Promoting email best practice through
education and rules can have a big
impact on email volumes. The following
recommendations are a good starting
point:
n Talk more. Communication at work
is often dominated by email. Yet calling
or speaking face-to-face is often more
effective.
n Allocate time. Many people leave
their inbox open all day. This exposes
them to the distraction of new
message notifications and the constant
temptation to check their email. To stay
on-task, check email at set times instead.
n Keep it short. The longer the
message, the more time it will take
someone to read and the longer their
reply is likely to be. Keep your emails
succinct with clear subject lines so

Top 10 Time Killers
Based on the percentage of people
who spend 1-4 hours per day on the
activity.

This year,
more than
205 billion
emails will
be sent and
received daily

1. Email (43.5%)
2. Meetings (42.3%)
3. Surfing the Internet (21.8%)
4. Travel time/commuting (17.4%)
5. Procrastination (10%)
6. Non-business conversations (7%)
7. Watching TV or Internet videos
(6.9%)
8. Break time (6.5%)
9. Social networking for business
(5.8%)
10. Dealing with computer problems
(5.6%)
(source: OfficeTime, 2014)
[1] Email Statistics Report 2015-2019, The Radicati Group, Inc.
[2] The social economy: unlocking value and productivity through
social technologies, McKinsey Global Institute, July 2012

that the reader can quickly assess their
importance.
n Send fewer emails. To receive fewer
emails, don’t send so many. Think before
you click ‘reply all’ or CC everyone into
an email. Setting email quotas might
encourage employees to think twice
before clicking send.
n Organise your inbox. De-clutter your
inbox by archiving mail you want to keep
and use a solution like Unroll. Me to
unsubscribe from newsletters and social
media alerts that you no longer want.
n Prioritise. Label emails that require
action on your part so that you can
prioritise them. A setting in Gmail called
Priority Inbox attempts to identify
important incoming messages and
automatically separate them from the
rest.
n Take email breaks. Encourage
employees to switch-off after work and
take a break from email – or force them
to do so by denying access to email
servers outside office hours.
Changing technology
Changing behaviour can have a big
impact on email volumes. A more
radical solution is to adopt a different
communication method as an alternative
to, or replacement for, email.
This is just what IT services company
Atos Origin chose to do in 2011. After
discovering that managers were spending
5-20 hours a week reading and writing
email, it adopted a social media platform
for internal communications and by doing
so has reduced email volumes by 60%.
There are plenty of enterprise social
networks to choose from. Solutions
like Slack, Asana, Yammer and Convo
typically combine instant messaging, file
sharing and task management so that
teams can work together on projects and
keep all data in one place, accessible by
smartphone, tablet or PC.
Adopting a business social network
will certainly curb the number of internal
emails sent and received. Just make sure
it doesn’t become yet another platform
for workers to check 24/7.
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Month in Numbers

The Month in Numbers
database and network administrators,
pose the greatest risk to their
organisation, according to the 2015
Insider Threat survey by Vormetric. Only
13% say that their organisations is not at
all vulnerable to insider threats – a slight
improvement on last year’s figure of 9%.

0.044
The amount (in kilogrammes) of CO2eq
emitted per domain name by EURid, the
.eu registry, in 2014. In an attempt to
reduce its environmental impact, EURid,
from this month, will be using the services
of EBRC Trusted Services, an energy
efficient data centre based in Luxembourg.
It is also offsetting emissions by helping to
fund the Ecomapuá project in the state of
Pará on Marajó Island.

11
The number of SMS and MMS messages
fell by 11% and 17% respectively in the
second quarter of this year as more users
took up mobile instant messaging (IM).
The Q2 Mobile Messaging Report from
GlobalWebIndex also found that many
of the conversations that used to take
place on ‘traditional’ social networks like
Facebook have now moved to the likes of
Snapchat, WhatsApp and WeChat.

6.3 million

68
Companies in
the UK waste
over one
billion hours
and £14
billion a year
on research
that does not
yield effective
business
insights

UK offshore wind
capacity has surpassed
5 gigawatts (GW) for
the first time. According
to RenewableUK, the
trade association for the
wind and marine energy
industries, this is enough
to supply the needs of
over 3.5 million British
households and save 6.3
million tonnes of carbon
emissions each year.

Printing in Numbers
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Over half (54%) of IT decision-makers
in European enterprises believe that
privileged users, including system,

44%

... of those that do know spend more than
£10,000 a year on print, and 39% say
they are overspending due to unnecessary
printing by employees.
... print more than a standard size box of
paper a week..
... of SMEs use multifunction devices..
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300
Businesses could make productivity
savings of up to £300 per employee, per
year by using Auto Feed shredders, Rexel
claims. It says that using an auto-feed
shredder rather than having to feed
pages manually reduces the amount of
time employees spend shredding by up
to 98%. The greater throughout also
enables companies to reduce the amount
they spend on outsourcing shredding by
up to 65%.

Printing costs are still out of control in the majority of businesses
according to a new survey commissioned by Oki Systems UK.

... don’t know how much they spend on
printing.

85%

41
Four out of 10 (41%) small businesses
have contingency plans in place so that
staff who can’t get to work for any
reason can still work remotely without
customers being aware of any disruption.
According to research by alldayPA, a call
answering service for business, 27% of
small businesses have invested in remote
working equipment and IT infrastructure
in the last 12 months.

54

52%

47%
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A report by the Global Center for Digital
Business Transformation (DCT Center)
shows that digital disruption will displace
approximately 40% of incumbent
companies within the next 5 years in
each of the 12 industries studied. The
survey indicates that nearly a third
of incumbent companies are taking a
‘wait and see’ approach, in the hope of
emulating successful competitors.

More than two-thirds (68%) of SME
owners worry that business productivity
and revenue would be affected if a
member of staff was absent for more
than four weeks. Yet, according to
AXA PPP healthcare, only 6% of SME
expenditure after wages is spent
on employee benefits that could
reduce sickness and improve absence
management.

41%

... outsource the printing of simple items
like business cards and/or other stationery,
despite the fact that this is easy to do
in-house using graphic arts printers and
downloadable templates (this figure rises
to 61% among businesses with 100-249
employees).

39%

... are able to print from mobile devices,
rising to 44% for businesses with
100-249 employees and 47% for those
with 250-499 employees.

www.okiprintingsolutions.com
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Top 30 UK Suppliers

FOLLOW THEM
ON TWITTER

Add colour to your work with our highlighting,
writing and colouring range.
www.stabilo.com

Communications Solutions for
Voice & Video
www.aastra.co.uk

Brother is a leading technology specialist providing
print, scan, label and communications solutions.
@Brother_UK
www.brother.co.uk

Providers of award winning
mailroom equipment
@framafranking
www.frama.co.uk

Eco-efficient paper: Fewer raw materials, less
waste created, competitively priced.
www.discovery-paper.com

Award Winning Multifunction Faxes,
Printers and Scanners for Business
www.philips.co.uk/c/faxes/139420/dec/#

MFPs & Document Management Solutions
to Revolutionise your Workflow
@ToshibaTEC_UK
www.toshibatec.co.uk

Document Solutions for Business
@KYOCERADUK
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

Zebra Pen Supplying Quality Writing
Instruments for over 100 Years
www.zebrapen.co.uk

Colour MFP’s, Laptops, Tablets &
Presentations Systems
@OlivettiUK
www.olivettiuk.com

Providers of Franking Machines,
Mailroom Equipment & Software
@neopost_uk
www.neopost.co.uk

A3 Colour Printers, MFP’s
and MPS Solutions
www.oki.co.uk

MFP’s, Colour Printing, Communications
& AV Business Systems
business.panasonic.co.uk/communication-solutions

Digital Dictation & Recording Solutions
www.olympus.co.uk

Micro Projectors for Mobile and
Impromtu Presentations
www.philips.co.uk/c/picopix/272147/cat/

Premium office paper: Smooth, bulky paper for
excellent colour printing
www.navigator-paper.com

Paper Shredders, Binding and Laminating
Machines, Workstation Accessories and Bankers Box
Filing and Storage
www.fellowes.com/gb

Smart Colour and Mono MFP &
MPS Solutions for Business
@LexmarkUK
www.lexmark.co.uk

Comprehensive Portfolio of
Popular Paper and Boards
www.paper.co.uk

Wireless Enterprise, Voice & Data Solutions
@samsungbusiness
www.Samsung.com/business

Protective Packaging Products for Business
www.sealair.co.uk

MFP & Colour Printing Document Systems
www.sharp.co.uk

Specialists in Business Class Internet
Connectivity, SIP and Voice over IP
@SpitfireUpdates
www.spitfire.co.uk

MFP, Scanning & Colour Printing Systems
www.dsales.co.uk

The World Leader in Auto Feed Shredding
www.rexeleurope.com

Notepads & Filing Products of Excellence
www.exaclair.co.uk
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Award Winning Provider of Bespoke
Telecommunications and IT Services to Business
@moderncomms2011
www.modcomms.com

Microphones, Headphones and
Wireless Systems
www.sennheiser.co.uk

Innovative Presentation Solutions
www.steljes.com

Mailroom Automation Solutions
www.opex.com
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